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All the news

It's fit to print.
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HOI KINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 2 191)4

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

ANNUAL REUNION OF SECOND
STATE GEOLOGIST HASTENS TO
EXAMINE NEW VEIN OF COIL BRIGADE, U. C. V., AT [ARLINGTON.

LIGHT
DRIVING
HARNESS

t

ilk
/
,-,

Find at Nortonville Mina Upsets Theories in Reference Free Entertainment of Veterans and Low Rates On RailTo the Coal Fields of Hopkins County
roads.—Will Take Place September 21 and 22.

While drilling a sump for receiv- that he would visit the mine this
Jag the drainage from the vima of week and until he panes upon the
imirsakilist• was to be opened IbislEad its exact,naturt will sot be do,
coMpany, ted/Nina. The dwnen of the prepweek, the Nortonville Coal
people 'Fey are literally very,much
Mopittusville
La which mituy
an- oe r their prespeas, but have not
struck
interested,
Inaeolally
are
other vein tff coal of which they have decided which vein to work. 'They
0-knowledge and which is pussling may decide the matter by working
both veins, although they are only
plevery one who has seen it.
The sump wee being drilled to a six feet apart. This makes a total
!
depth of about nine feet through

eve ffet into a new vein of coal underlying the other vein only six feet.
The new vein is seemingly of an anthracite nature. It is harder good
deal than the regular soft coal and
breaks smooth and does not smut.

limp win moo select one
their friends in ibis regien, has just
been bailed from the headquarters of comrade to take a ten minutes' talk,
the Second brigade, Kentucky diets- 1 which may be historical, pathetic, Some beautte.in this shipment. If you w ,
ion of the United Confederate Voter- witty, humorous, or anything appro. something extra nice
come and see what wis
I priate he may wish
ens, at Russellville:
to say.
have.
¶We
also offer a strong, very serviceaIt is with great pleasure that thel Comrades, nearly forty years have
commanding ger.eral announces to passed since the war ended. The ble hand-made harness at
of five Veins struck In sinking this the camps composing the Second !youngest veteran is now approach!log the age of three score years,
shaft which is now at a depth ef 165 brigade,Kentucky division of United (
!while the majority of us have passed
feet. The vein which the company Confederate Veterans, that he has
that mark. The number is decrees- See this if you want something extra strong.
was working on and which they had accepted for the brigade the kind in- ing More
nud more rapidly every
about gotten in condition for open- vitation to hold its next annual re.;I
year, and most of the survivors have Will make some very close prices on heavy
ing up this week was supposed to be uhion at Earlington, Ky.,on the 21st in this life but few
wore years left to
No. 9, but since the new vein was and 22 of September next. The good . get together on
such occasions, greet
struck this may be found to be wrong. people of Earlington will make am--1 their comrades, talk
over old times,
In any event the finding of the new rie provision for the free entertain rand fancy
themselves young again.
ment of all Confederate veterans
vein will break all theories in regard who attend, and the railroads will Let every
one, who can, attend
to the coal fields of Hopkins county. give low rates, which will be an
'
l, this reunion; and let those able to do
Some claim the new find is either nounced hereafter. An enjoyable so lend a
helping hand to veterans in
No.8 or No. 4, while others insist time is in store for us, and so it is needy circumstances,that it may be
the attendance on this
hoped
that
that it is either No. 11 or No. 12. If
possible for them also to attend, for
occasion will be the iargest possible,
sake of their devotion to the
the
It le No. 3 or No.4 it does away with
The comm‘nder of each camp will

WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.

grade it is.
Notwithstanding the drill went the theory that the veins a No.9 are
five feet into the vein the bottom never found closer than fifty feet to
was not reached and it Is not yet these grades. If it is No. 11 or No.
12 the theory that there are only
known how thick the vein is. From
twelve grades in Hopkins county is
entire
indications it underlies the
no good as this will make seventeen.
progeny of the Nortonville Coal The result of Prof Norwood's examioOmpeny. Prof. Norwood, the state nation will be anxiously awaited by
geologist, was wired and replied the stockholders of the company.

principles for which so many gallant
ascertain and report at once to Capgouts poured out their life's blood,
tam Alonzo Tinder, commander of .
and for which they and all of us
the Madisonville camp No. 628, U.
fought so long and so well—princirles
C. V., how many men will be prosthat will never die asiong as the love
ent from his camp, so that ample
of liberty lasts.
provision may be made for all who

i

J. B. BRIGGS,
attend.
Commanding Brigade.
Ali the men who have uniforms Official: Wm
A. OBENCHAIN,
Adj't General dr Chief of Stan.
are requested to wear them at this
•
---ingherop is reported ind finer shape,
,
been good rains over most of this dietiict during the past week.

millKET kNo CROrnp1have

Norm

BETHEL COLLEGE

LOUISVILLE. Ky., Sept. 1.— Is Purchased By County The Fall Term Begins With
Judge Fowler.
INTEREST
TO
Caztle--Receipts, 158 head; market
Fine Prospects.
NOTES OF
'
steady
on
good,
dull
on
common.
FARMERS.
Judge W. T. Fowler has closed a
(From Thursday's Daily)
Following are the quotations: Shipping steers, ;4 2544 76;best butchers, deal whereby he secures the farm of
Bethel Female college opened for
$4 0044 36; medium butchers, 23 254 the late Judge T. J. Morrow lying a the fall term this morning with the
Tobacco Situation Is Un3 75; common,$2503 50; best feed. shortdistance south of the city on best prospects since President Edchanged —Live Stock
ere, $3 2543 66; best stockers, $3 254 the Clarksville pike. The farm was mond Harrison has had charge of
Prices.
375; bulls, 22 00(02 65;cann 071141 004 recently bought at auction by Mr. the institution. The faculty is un1 26. Hogs—Receipts, 1,888 head; and Mrs. M. K.Anderson,of Elkton, usually strong, and the attendance

a considerable demand for the better
grades of lugs, and there is some activity in s ich goods as can be used
in manufactuting snuffs. Quantities
of the weed were sold loose on the
floor of the warehouses, and at fair
prices.
Agents for firms abroad who buy
upon the breaks here, are making
fewer purchases than earlier in the
season, when they had a greater assortment of goods to select from.
The stemmeries and rehandling
houses are doing very little, as business is dull in their line. 'rhe grow-

ifISA NATTER OFHEALTH

OY

We also sell Buggies
cheaper than anybody
GET OUR PRICES
BEFORE BUYING!

F. A. TOT CO.
20T S.1VIAINT.
•S 0 W AP

NEW COLUMBIA
THE WHEAT THAT MADE

at master commissioner's (tale for is large. Bethel Female college is an
settlement of the estate for $13,000. institution of which Hopkinsville
Judge Fowler secured the place at may well be
proud.
the same figure.
The Morrow farm has long been
known as one of the best improved
All inquiries as to seed, prices or any other inand most fertile tracts in this section. It contains 289 acres in a high
formation promptly answered. Respt.,
market quiet at steady prices. Rest state of cultivation.
Ready For Encampment at
lambe,5 2646 75; seconds, 24 0044 60;
St. Louis.
A Bo)'s Wild Ride For Life.
butcher lambs,;3 5044 Oil; culls, $250
With family around expecting him
43 25;beet sheep.2 7643 00; ned
(From Thursday's Daily.)
19 en
PEMBROKE, HT,
.2 2642 50; common, $1 25(02 00; to die, and a son riding for life, 18
The
Third
Kentucky
regiment
will
miles,
to
get
Dr.
King's
New
DisC .—
bucks, 21 2&i2 25; stock ewes, $3 00q
covery for consumption, coughs and leave tonight for St. Louie where it
3 60
00000041•0000
1
000000000•••
colds, W ti Brown,of Leesville,Ind. will into camp on the Worid's Fair IP
endured death's agonies from asth- grounds. Co. D of this city, will
ma; but this wonderful medicine leave
Hopkinsville at 9:30 tor ight.
gave instant relief and soon cured
The
camp will be conducted achim. He writes: "I now si3ep
soundly every night." Like mar- cording to the United States army
velous cures of consumption, pneu- tactics.
monia, bronchitis, coughs, colds and
grip prove its matchless merit for all Fearful Odds Against Him.
Bedridden, alone and destitute.
throat and lung troubles. Guaranteed bottles 50c and $1 00. Trial bot- Such, in brief, was the condition of
tles free at L L Elgin's and Cook & an old Boller by :11U110 of J J Havens,
r00104"
Versailles, 0. For years be was
Higgins' drug stores.
.0000
.
el Will
troubled with kidney disease and
6000
SIAN
neither doctors nor medicines gave
ft.141
him relief. At length he tried Electric Bitters. It put him on his feet
in short order and now he testifies,
"I'm on the road to complete recovThat's the Charge Against
ery." Best on earth for liver and
Negro In Jail.
kidney troubles and all forms of
-stomach and bowel complaints. Only
(leiom Thursday's Daily)
60c. Guaranteed by L L Elgin and
bemewPwroarfessewe
Tom Carter, colored, was arrested Cook &Higgins, Jruggists.
Nothing more pleasing in the mu- this morning north of town on the
sical farce line than "Alphonso and charge of stealing a horse, which he Preferred Stock Dividend
No. I.
Gaston"

market slow and unevenly lower,
weak and 5410c lower.
Reports received from the inspec- closed
tors and warehousemen show very Quotations: 185 pouuda and up, $560
change in the genet al condition @570; 120 to 185 pounds, $5 80; 90 to
of the tobacco market. There were 120 pounds, $6 15(46 36; light pigs,
but few offering* of the better grades $4 004 4 76; roughs, $4 40à4 86. Sheep
of leaf, as the bulk of these grades and Lambs — Receipts, 938 head;

'has been disposed of and what is left
the planters do not s'eem disposed to
let go at the ruling figures. There is

We have just received an elegant line of An*
light driving halms.. Prices run from

*i• $13.50 ye *ir

Limestone rook for the purpose of allowing Cie water to collect and be
pumped out. A blast of six feet was
mode and when it was cleared away
gone
It was found that the drill bad

No one who has visited the mine has
been able to definitely state what

The following communication,I reunion.
which will be read with interest by 1 Each camp will take with it all its
411 iles4
• -,•- - r '•-,e.
All the Confederate. Ar ciimair a4
7
1, .

VOLUME %XXIV, NO. 47

63 Bushels Per Acre

STATE GUARD

JEFF J. GARROTT,

Auwoogi um.
ailsrav

••INC) CUT:
•
:
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

STOLE A HORSE?

will be seen here next Wed- was riding. It is alleged that he
nesday night at Holland's opera took the horse last night'from the
house. Pretty, girls, catchy music, pasture of Mr. Thomas Clark near
clever comedians,beautiful costume& this city. The negro claims that he
and handsome scenery form the nu- was in search of laborers for Mr.
cleus of an entertainment tbat never Clark and that he had no intention
fails to win the heartiest approve of stealing the horse. The examinfrom all lovers of this style of odor- ing trial was set for hearing Batortothment.
day.

•
:
•
:

A seml.annual dividend of 3% on
the preferred stock of the Acme Mills

& Elevator Company has been authorised by the Board of Directors of
the company for the sixth months
from March let to September let,
1904, and the same is now payable at
the office of the company.
J. B. GALBREATH,
d2tW1 t
Seoy•Treas.

But we will guarantee
to sell goods as cheap as
any house in Hopkinsyule. A large stock to
select from. We invite
you to call at once and
inspect our goods.

T. M. Jones,
111411.11141;04109111404,01114141•111

.;"••••••r-lzii,;
'

•
•
•
•
•

•
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FOR BETTER PRICES e

A ir HOW MANY

A

CROWERS OF TOBACCO!
I
ARE ORGANIZING.

Movement Is Spreading to
lAll States In Which Weed
Is Produced.
is very much like the blossoming of a flower. Its beauty and
perfection depends entirely
upon the care bestowed upon
its parent. Expectant mothers
should have the tenderest care.
They should be spared all worry
and anxiety. They should eat
plenty of good nourishing food
and take gentle exercises. This
will go a long way toward preserving their health and their beauty
as well as that of the little one to
come. But to be absolutely sure
of a short and painless labor they
should use

lifetherrs
Friend

Tobacco gr were in all the tobacco
producing states are organizing with
a view of obtaining a better price for
their product.: With a crop last year
that was insufficient to supply the
demand, the grower's claim the market was so manipulated that the
crop of 1903 was purchased at a price
below the cost of production. The
object of the organization in the va.
rious states is to control the supply
and get higher prices. These organisations have been completed in Vaginia and North Carolina and in
Kentucky, Tiennessee, ,14/ est Virginia
and Ohio the movement toward or-

HANDS

TOURNAMENT OVER

do you suppose dip
Into that bulk toffee
belore you buy it?

FEWER

Lion
Coffee

comes in sealed, airtight packages; no
chance for handling,
or dirt or things to
get in.
Clean, Fran sad Fragrant

Notes AboutPeoplt
(From Saturday's Daily)
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Moss arid Miss
Annie Meacham have returned from
Cerulean Springs.
Master Bassett Elgin, of Nortirville, is with his grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs. R. M. Anderson, arid will
remai.i with them and attend school

PARTICIPANTS

THAN EXPECTED.

Prowse Captures Club Medney's Cood Work.—
Brady Gets Prize.

(From Saturday's Daily)
The immber Of marksmen who took
part in the second day 'a shoot of the
Hopkinsville Gun club tournament
yesterday at Cerulean Springs was
not up to expectatious and the
t cores were also very low. A high
wind blew from the east all day
and the shooters rifle further annoyed by little stinging flies which
literally swarmed about them.;
The but score of the event was
that made by Mr. Harold Morey,
who broke 337 out of 350 targets in
the two days. Mr. Frank Rhiel was
second with 324 out of 360. The
purses offered to first and second
high guns therefore went to these

OR THE BLOOD
,
• e best known and most popular brood purifies
/ ; and tciiilton
-14
1_ W14
4
i the market to-day is S. S. S.
k
There hardly a man, woman or child in America who
has not heard of "S.S.Serape the blood." It is a standard remedy and
specific for all blood troubles and an unequaled spring tonic and appetizer.
ec pd i
se
tleedte
vegetable, the herbs and roots of which it is'
ngan
InSPoSsedisbgeuiar
composed
ur*
at their alterative and tonic properties, making It
the ideal remedy for all blood
is
a.,in my opinion,lass good•
.
;
- nill..• had; it simply cannot be ha
Y :y
and skin diseases, as it not etaeo
remedy
to enrich the blood
a
only purifies and invigoratp upon as
iti
the blood, but at the sante Ti
blgorgrraitcrannidY.:::"Itr• Tinishilellt
medicine highly advert
time tonesup the tired nerves having seen your
15.
udni2Arnedally 21:1111.g.T0111/1allaTtliilrei14111htlibeas.
and strengthens the general:r
Amfireman for aiarge concern here, and it I was
system.
eyt:ird tellidpittate
For Chronic Sores and Ul. fltaiintaitrefeolr
.ill.
n.ikii.otehis
not hesitate te t .it,
cars, Catarrh, Rheumatism, of great service to me. I cle
WK.le. VAX D
the credit it deserves.
.
Blood Poison, Malaria, Ana. 516 Fifth St., Seaver Valls,Pena.
mia, Eczema, Psoriasis, Salt
Rheum, Tetter, Acne, and such other diseases as are due to a polluted or his
poverished condition of the blood, nothing acts so promptly and effectually
as S. S. S. It counteracts and eradicates the germs and poisons • cleanses
the system of al; unhealthy accumulations, and soon restores the Patient to
health. If you need medical advice write us about your case, and your letter
will receive prompt attention horn our physicians, for which no charge Is
made.IN SWIFT SOPECIFIC CO.,Caw ATLANTA. MI.

...

wim...1110.111••••••••••••

Your Credit is Good

Miss Mary Warfield returned home
last night after a pleasant visit with
friends in Hopkinsville....Miss Mattie Thomas, onlinpkinsville, is regganisation is in progress.
istered at the Arlington.. .CorritnoThe plan Is to form an association dnre Beech and Lee Ellis witnessed
in each state and for the farmers in the ball game at Hopkineville yesttrtwo.
the different counties to pool their Jay —Clarksville Star.
TIE 1111.4111KILD Ill611.0011 CO.
The gold medal offered for high
ATLANTA. GA.
tobacco with the association, the asMr. and Mrs. John Green have re
Iraniler see teal book."Won nobs h tem*
amateur was captured by Mr. E.
sociation to say when, to whom and turned from Dawson.
Newbern, Tenn., with a
Misses Annie Belle Adams, of Brady, of
how the tobacco is to be sold so as to
Howell Ind., and Ethel Tinslex. of score of 311. Mr. Lee M. ody, of
realise the largest profit to the farm- Elkton, are
guests of Mrs. J. N. Bessemer, Ala., was eecond with a
er. It is claimed that the plan is Hardin, in this city.
score of 809.
feasible, and that the association in
Dr. A. E. Anderson has returned
Mr. C. O. Prowse again won the
states,
in
other
this state as well as
from Madisonville.
`
medal, open only to members of
club
will have sufficient financial backMain Street.
Mrs.
Hughes,
who
has
been
visitclub with score of 294. This
the
local
The
ing to carry out its purpose.
+.++.4+++++4444+
ing her daughter. Mrs. W. W. Ray. is the third time he has won it and
movement in Kentucky is yet in Its returned yesterday to her home
at according to the rules of the club
infancy and its development will be ipringffeld, Ky.
property. Dr
Mrs. John C. Day and daughter. it is now his personal
watched with interest.
who have been the guests of Mr. and Woodard, whJ was tied with him Iii
Mrs. Geo. D. Dalton, East Seventh the first day's shooting, was badly
street, left this morning for their off yesterday and Mr. E. M. Moss
•rome, Lonisville.
PM,
was second in this contest with score
Miss Harrison, assistant trimmer of 287.
Are Held Taxable by the At- t the Misses Houser's, left for St. Shooting began early yesterday
Louis Tuesday where she will be
On one of our reports and you will
torney Ceneral.
with the Richard Hanern Millinery and the events were rust ed throuvh ;110
wee that our methods of transacting
,
in suu'a rapid order that the program )11
Co.,
for two weeks.
business always yield the greatest
Attorney General Hays has delivpossible
Mr. W. H. Rrgleton and son have was completed about 1 o'clock. ,a
ered an opinion in response to a query ,ettuned to their home in Louisville number of the shooteis left on 'the
Advantage
To Our Depositors. put by Auditor Hager, that policies after a visit to Mr. J. H. Eggletou's afternoon train but m-st of them reMoney deposited with us is removed of life insurance are taxable under family.
If so, get a BICYCLE. It will build you
mained over for the hall which was
from the risks it must occur In the
Misses Mary and Dodge O'Brien,
course of business. Our advioe is the constitution and laws of Kengiven in their honor at the hotel.
up
again and you wont have that tired feel1111
constantly sought by execntors.guar- tucky, the assessment of each to be if Earlington, will arrive in city this
their praises
loud
in
were
They
all
afternoon
to
be the guests of Miss
, dittos, etc., who desire to invest in
ing. We sell the run-easy kind. CHEAP
sound securities: and we are always Its guaranteed or estimated cash sur- Brenda Kenner on West faeventh sit of the hospitality of Capt. Pool, who, 110
ready to give our patrons the benefit render valve.
FOR CASH.
management, Iss
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Canard have re in behalf of the hotel
of our experience in this line.
The opinion, if sustained by the turned from a visit to Cincinnati.
made such liberal concessions in or
We carry the only complete stock of hi1101
courts, to which the question will be
pulled 's
Mr. Howard Stowe, of Julien, was der to have the tournament
•
cycle
tire?, saddles, lamps, handle bars and
taken at once, will affect thousands in the city yesterday.
off at the springs.
of policy holders in Kentucky, the
in fact everything to mend bicycles with and
days' ▪
Mrs. M. A. Mason, of Masoriville, The official score for the two
,111
assessment being made on the noider. was shopping in the city
,1111
yesterday. shooting was as follows:
have men to repair them that have had exThe question was raised by a mounShot at. Broke
Mr. Charles Barker, of West. F..rk.
perience aLd are experts
tain county assessor and by filscoe was a visitor to the
360
387
Money
city yesterday.
Hindmao, of Louisville, state mana311
360
Mr. Ed Jones, of Church Hill. N% e Brady
ger of the insurance company of New in the city yesterday.
309 i
360
Moody
We sell guns, and gun repairing a specialYork. The assessor seught to assess
295
360
Messrs. Garnett Roach arid 'Mi- Meaders
ty
and in short notice. Give us a trial and
for taxation tinder the general tax riam Wilson, of
302
360
Gracey, are in the Hillman
be
convinced that we are the best in town
laws of tne state two paid-up policie. oity today.
291
85Q
Prow se
bears
in.
which
of insurance, one of
30e
860
Mr. R. W. Roach and sister, Mrs. Mercer
wrest.
R. A. Wilson, of Gracey, were in the Hansbro
286
216
city en route to Nashville to visit Moss
287
350
"Dixie" as the NetIonal Air. relatives.
260
263
Woolard
Sixth Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wade h tee re
ierlernd
821
360
Rhiel
turned
from
Sinking
accon
Fork
suggestive
interesting
and
Au
205
164
panted by Miss Eva Lee Stephen,
Painless
. Nall
thought is advanced by Collier's
far
be
175
148
are
not
few
and
Operations
Barton
Mr.
R.
P.
Turney
and
daughters,
tween here, but story day oceurren Weekly. Why should not "Dixie"
115
86
Curry
of Cerulean, are in the city.
be made the national air?
71
96
Page
Dentistry
Mrs. E. P. Fears and daughter
It is recalled that to a Washington
his advanced and all work Is now
169
294.)
Glenn
done in a scientific manner. Mod- crowd which was celebrating the have gone to Dawson.
79
135
Jones
ern methods are practically painless surrender of General Lee, President
Mrs. Charles Hord is visiting relaand invariably successful. At this
69
sllornan
106
H
tives in Cadiz.
office all work is now done in a care- Lincoln said:
201
290
Starling
fal, painstaking way. We are satis- "I see you have a band. I propose
Mr. W. A. Wilgus has returned
fied only when our customers are.
21
Chatten
40
now closiug tip by requesting you to from Old Point Comfort.
We never fail to please.
186 i
Wadlington
806
A good set of Teeth
play a certaietune or air. I have
Mrs. George Blakely has returned
Teeth extracted free when new
40
17 I
George
always thought 'Dixie' one of the from Monteagle.
1
ones are ordered.
49
'76
Moore
22 1
Mrs. Anna Fairleigh and son, R.
best tunes I have ever heard. I have
46
Turney
heard that our adversaries over the M. Fairleidh, are at Dawson Springs.
81
66
Fortner
way have attempted to apt ropriate it
20
McCarley
26
as nationallair. I insisted yesterday
29
as
Smith
Next to Court House, Hopkinsville. that we bad fairly captured it. I pre176
188
Gant
Ky. Home Phone 1914.
sented the question to the attorney
65
85
Gates
85
25
general and he gave it as his opinion As Republican Member of Hart
7
20
Morrow
that it is our lawful prize."
Election Board.
86
21
Glass
Collier's
The South KenCommenting further
Judge James Breathitt states that
6
15
Burrus
Are the right words to apply to our qualities and
tucky Building & Weekly recalls that the air was far Charles 0. Prowse, and not Judge A.
a.
prices, but the former are elevated and the latter '
Loan
Association and away the most popular tune at H. Anderson. is Christian county's Worlds Fair Excursion Rates
You will be certain of getting your
depressed.
Over the I. C.
will help you on the Democratic national convention, Republican election cotntniesiorer.
Purthe
Louisiana
On
account
of
worth
money's
when you buy our
easy monthly pay- as it is upon alkoccasions. Northern- As Judge Anderson is chairman of
chase Exposition, the Illinois Cenwill
ments.
sell
ers as well as southerners are fired the Republizan county committee, it tral Railroad Company
round trip tickets to St. Louis as folby its stirring strains whenever and was deemed best by Judge Breath- lows:
If you want to wherever it is heard.
itt not to recommend his appoint- From April 26th to November
16th, limited to Deo. 16...$12.26
save money and be
Why,then should it not become ment as commissioner. The Demo- From April 26th., to Nov. 30th.,
It will be well to inspect our stock before purchgetting interest on the real national air? All that is nec- cratic commissioner is Mr. L. Cravlimited to 60 days from
elsewhere. We feel assured that you will
asing
date of sale, but not later
it all the time let essary is for somebody to write suit- ens. Sheriff L. R. Da:Is Is the third
$10.20
Dec. 16th
than
then deal with us. Need we say more.
member of toe board.
Us1 sell you some able and fitting words.
From April 26th, to Nov.30th,
from
titsys
limited to 10
stock as an invest.. Here's a chance for some poet to
Home 1149
Cumberland 136.2
$ 9.86
date of sale
merit.
Cutting Tobacco.
immortalize himself.—Atlanta ConAll tickets will be limited to contint ous passage in both directions.
For particularit address
stitution.
Tobacco cutting is in progress
E. M. Sherwood, Agent.
about Pembroke. The acreage Is
Ninth Street, Near Main.
smaller than last year but the quail*NW ty Much better.
Tim famous little pia
sad(
rarlantly dvrlsg the months of testa.
ties. Tow is a simple liniment, which
is t• be applied externally. It gives
strwerth and vigor to the muscles and
preveate all of the 41111COnliorts of pregway. which erosion used te think
When
were absolutely ameasary.
Mother's Friend is need there is no
daager whatever.
Siether's Friend at the dreg
store.II per bottle.

AT GEO. W.YOUNG'S.

You can buy Stoves, China, Tinware or
anything in the house on the installment
plan. Come and get prices.

'
s.
Geo.W.Young

wwvvw AWAIWWWWAI
Do you need
a nerve tonic?

LIFE POLICIES

PUT YOUR HAND

Planters Bank & Trust Co
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Furniture!

Keach Furuiture Co,
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1 tioN,
rd, bet man redeemed, is lad swells and dies dirk, di the standnolatr Tea: 1 see today, by the
divine beauty, and, as cher-este of many a great musical beautlfel in architecture, analogies
I haloed
SICILIA
Ralph W 0 Trine bas Reid. "lie Is in masttr. I know the rasp of 71 saw that show that God has made and God
tune with the infinite." Ile becomes can become part of a lullaby or of a is now making titan will continue
to II
part of thenuiversal harmony, anti his martial march. Then why are not make reeeemed man beautiful in his
Renews the hair,makes it new *gain,restores the freshness. Just
thoughts are in spiritual symMetry these different sounds at' all timer time.
what you need if your hair is faded or turning gray,for it always
with the thoughts of God.
pleasing to my ear?"
Let us loiter for a little while In the
restores the color. Stops falling hair, also.'"VrflutrortMirie"
In order to answer the questions 1 "poets' enter" of Westmiuster abbey.
Cohselaire.a Del itIon.
We Mad an analogy for man's spit.- made a study of the laws of musical As we listen the sweet bards of the
Auld beaety in the painter's brush sound. Dudley Buck, the great Ameri- English language seem to lift their
and the artist's easel. According to can composer, taught me that "sweet heads from their pillows of dust and
By Rev.
Samuel Celeridge. the English poet and music was merely a succession of com- begin toeing, and we find man's spit,
Frank De Witt Talmage.D.1).
literary critic, the true definition of binations of sound arranged with such itual beauty In the analogies of poetry
"beauty" is "multitude in unity." connection and mutual relations as to as well an in painting and music and
express to the ear some tiketinct form sculpture and architecture. For as
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 28.—At the When stahding before a great picture
or train of thought and awaken cer- painting is rhythm in color and music
season when nature is displaying her like that of Leonardo da Vince "Last
tain corresponding emotions." lie told Is rhythm In sound and sculpture and
glories in greutest abundance the Supper,",or Murillo'e "Miracle of the
me that music its thought expressed architecture are rhythm in stone, so
preacher chooties se a theme for his Loaves anti Fishes," or Raphael'e
in sound, even as a grtat painting is poetry ia rhythm in words. Aye,,poetry
sernTn the beauty of things audible greatest picture. his Sistine "Madonand risible and contrast. it with the na." we find that there the many lights thought expressed in color. A jumble is more then mere rhythm. An Eng
11!‘
of colors is a daub, not a picture. A lish writer once well said, "Poetry in
'
The Lave Yielding,
higher beauty which comes to those and the Shadows, the gold and the
riot of sounds, promiscuously pushing the flower garden of human language
Heaviest Orals, Flees! Quality
whew here are in harmony With the sliver aid the green and the yelOats Hews.
and jostling each other, even as the Is the blossom and the fragrance of
Divine life. The text is Ecclesiastes low and the blue and the saffron and
stronger limbed members Of a stem- all human knowledge, human thought.,
As hardy** wheat If sown early. Not attacked
lit, 11. "He bath made everYasini the violet and the purple, all blend In
Stand up well. Afford the
or
rust.
fly
with
one common purpose. Thom:muds, per- Petting mob knock down and trample human passions and emotions." It is
beautiful in his time."
finest Fall. Winter surd Spring pasture. and
upon the weaker, is merely a collection man's most transcendent impel and nothousands
of
times,
Mihaps
tem
of
The Soiornonic writings are often
afterwards yield 60 to 70 bushels per acre of
of discords. It is only when "multi- blest ambitions, with the highest peak
epigrammatic in style. Like priceless chael Angelo, with his brush, may have
the finest, heaviest. grained Oats grown.
tudes of sounds" are marshaled to- of the Mount of Ascension for a footthe
Vatican
touched
where
in
the
wall
jewels cut and polished by the lapiOUR FALL OATALOOUE
gether in "harmonious unity" that we stool, or it is man's wail of eternal
daries and collected in caskets, Irre- today is seen his "Last Judgment."
Gives information about the best seeds for
have music. So when I began to know despair when, as the results of his
But
not
those
one
thousands
of
of
all
spective of size or color, his verses as
Fall sowing. Contains improved Seed Wheat.
what true music meant then I said to sins, he is heading toward a Dante'e
Barley, Rye, Rape, 1.000 Headed Kale, Alverbal gems are clustered Into chap- of timee when he laid on the paint did
myself:
"Yes,
yes;
I
now
know
what
he
do
so
without
having
one
"Inferno"
join
compelled
or
he is
great idea
to
5c Cigars,
falfa, Grata, Clover. and Vegetable Seeds.
ters, with hut little attempt at conRalph Waldo Trine means when he in the monne of a Milton's -Paradise
'Perfection
In
his
is
composed
mind.
Our tradaosert brand"aloe Radios
secutive arrangement. Indeed, King
Are
Tne Best.
Speaks
of
tune
being
'In
man
with
the
Loot."
quality
Seeds"
Sr.
the
highest
trifles,"
perwrote
many
he. "but
Kolotnon for the moat part seems: to of
obtainable.
infinite,'" Man in himself may be so
The Beauty ot Words.
•
me to be like a writer of notebooks. fection in art is not a trifle." A great
distracted by sin as to be like a disWrite hr Large Free Catalog No.S.
But though poetry is rhythm in
In the king's judgment hall or on the picture Is always "multitudes of difcord
in
music.
His
'voice
in
nature
words, yet words themselves, as Instreet or out upon Abe hillsides under ferent colors in MendIng unity." That
WOOD, STUDIO 4 CO, %edema.
may be so discordant by reason of his dividuals, are not poetry. Many years
the blue dome of the sky, wile.. a great unity IS the Cause of beauty when
Pialter.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
condition
corrupt
as
to
rend
the
ear
ago in the old 'village of Ayr, nigh unthought is divinely inspired within his seen upon the canvas of the masters
as
does
the
shrill
vender
cry
in
of
the
to the banks of the "Bonnie Doom" I
brain, he jots that thought down in of old and the masters of the present
/•••
the street. But when his nature is heard an old Scotchman recite "John
memorandum. Then at the end of the day.
redeemed
his
voice
falls
into
its
right
.A 1111oltitsde In Ilnitr."
Anderson, Niy Jo, John," and other
day or the week or the month or the
An artist's beauty is a "multitude in place in the song of creation and of poems of the great lyric poet until the
year he collect, these different
We know that Samuel Cole- Moses and the lamb ana becomes har- tears rained down his cheeks, and I
unity."
thoughts, irrespective of their logical
definition
ridge's
in reference to the monious and melodious. By the sweet thought those poems were the sweetsequence, into a, chapter or a book
voices of the woods blending in per- est words ever composed by man. But
and has the court stenographer write painter's easel is true. We see a "mulpetual harmonies can you not catch the words Burns used In his poems.
them out again in full. In other words, titude of colors in unity" when Turthe meaning of my text when King and William Shakespeare used in his
King Solomon's verses for the most ner, the most brilliant artistic colorist
Solomon declares God bath made and poems, and Longfellow used in his The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
pall are like freight cars that can be England ever produced, makes the sea
we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
will continue to make, according to the poems, anti Whittier and Holmes and
sidetracked or uncoupled from one a creature of life. Now it is a beauti.
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will
laws of music, everything "beautiful Lowell and Bayard Taylor used in
ful
boulevard
of
gold,
paving
its
way
car and attached to other cars. Each
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
In its time?"
their poems. were for the most part prospective customers
verse stands out as a distinct entity. to the throne of a setting sun; now a
conveyance to look at properly 'without coat to then,
evperfect
simple
pandemonium
use
in
words
the
of
we
only
furies; now it
Thought Exprosaeil In goes&
An average verse is as appropriate in
Come to see us if 3 ou want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.
is
a
burial
scene,
when Sir David WilThe symmetries of straight lines and eryday life by our own fireside'. The
the sixth chapter of Proverbs as in
A spfendid farm of 186 acres in the best section of Southern Kentucky,
the tatientleth chapter. The verse is kie finds a sepulcher in the mighty curves in liculpture and architecture beauty of these poets' words are en- Has anew house, good barn, stable, two cabins, nice orchard, well watered
whose
waver; beat themselves in- also form analogies for mau's spiritual tirely due to their juxtaposition with and well improved. Will give a bargain if sold at once.
the car. The chapter is the freight deep,
train. They are often as unconnected to pieces on the Gibraltar crags. We beauty. VVanderIng among the famous their surrounding words. The words
414 acres of the finest south f'hristian land on Clarkeville pike, one mile
U the definitions of Webster's Die- see an artist's "multitude in unity" in buildings of Europe, I find that, archi- which express our thoughts, our pas- from two railroad station, L & N and T C. Susceptible of division into $
tiodary. They change their subjects the portraits of a Sir Anthony Van- tecturally, a great building has a sym- sions, om emotion'', may not be beau- tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant houses
viey often. 'They are like nuggets of dyke and in the miglity mountain metrical unity, just as a perfect statue tiful in themselves, but if they are stables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to stilt purchasers. Palm
gold sometimes found by the Austra- peaks of a Rienistadt and in the pas- is chiseled after the physical forma- brought into rhythm with God's words and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
Good farm of 166 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is well
lian miners In the dust by the road- toral dreams of a Millet. But, though tions of a perfect man. Many years they not only become poetry, but they fenced,
has house of 8 rooms, good tenement house of 3 rooms, two large
,.
sides or in the river beds, entirely sep- there may be many different tints ago there was exhumed from the become beautiful, for then our thoughts new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good
cisterns, plenty of stook
arated from any gold veins. They are blending in the colors of a rainbow or buried ruins of old Rome a marble as words are in symmetry with God's water, new stroke house and other outbuildings and about
90 sores good
in
the
hectic
flush
of
a
rose,
thoughts.
did
you
leg, broken from off one of the statues
like great round bowlders of rock Imtimber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
ever
stop
Mt
realise
that
all
colors
come
But
alhave
perhaps
lingered
'ire
of old. That broken fragment is still
bedded in the sands. These bow ider
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 8 dwellings, one store house with
verses in a glacial age have been car- from but.three primal colors, just the preserved in the Vatican. Michael An- ready too long among the artists and good trade established, blacksmith shop and poetallice with daily mail
same
as
all
nature?
All
the
animal
and
mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local engem. CanedThe
and
the
must:lane
sculptors
and
the
gelo, as a sculptor, used to study tbat
ried by the Ice from afar and have
Mend a resting place amid entirely dif- vegetable ard mineral kingdoms have leg by the day, the week, the month the architects and the poets to find ty of 60 barrels of flour ran day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
ferent elements from those' among but sixty-six different basic elements, and the year, "because," said the great man's spiritual beauty by being in mill. About 4 mile* from railroad and no other mill within fourimilee. IL
of which they are all composed. So Italian master, "1 consider that piece symmetry with God's thoughts. Per- plendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargaih. Good reams for
wkicb they were created,
selling.
The modern critics tell us that King in the artistic world we find that all of stone the most perfect formation of haps after all we can clinch the truth
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 80 acres in timber,good 6 room dwelling,
not write the book of tic- colors origirelly come from but three physical anatomy ever carved by the of our text best by a short running outhouses, stable, tobacco barn; within 6 miles of Hopkinsville, fine
Grua
eielastes; that its style and diction be- primary colors—the red, the yellow ant- chisel of man." So symmetrically per- comment upon a few of the verses farm.
A fine productive farm of 186 acres in one of the best neighborhoods
Mak- $0-a laterailate. It eppeaseno-ene,. the blue.. Now, if God can form the fect may the lines and the curves of which precede the words, "He bath
however, that its tone and its depress- artistic beauty of 'thesky, the ilea; the a great group of statuary be that made-everythhig beautiful in its time." in Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsville and quarter mile
ing refrain are characteristic of a man land, out of the simple red, the simple when you look at some of the best ex- God says that man is beautiful when of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hill, new barn and
who led such a life of ease and self in- yellow and the simple violet, is it ab- amples of sculpture In the Louvre, the he is born. Oh, yes. That means large stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 acres
dnIgence as Solomon led, and that at surd to suppose that God can apirittial- Vatican or the British museum the when man is born for Christ. But is in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
A splendid farm of 800 acres in one of the
sections of Southern
the end of it, satiated with pleasure ly make UP artistically beautiful, ne figures almost seem as though their man beautiful when he is born for sin? Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It hae on itbest
a good comfortable dwelglad study. as he must have been, it matter how crude and sinful we may lungs are breathing and their lips are Come with me, and I will show you ling house, cistern, ice house,8 cabins for hands, it tobacco
barns with capRobespierre gleefully sharpening the acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; iii one mile of depot
wea precisely the tied of book that be, if we only allow our thoughts and ready to speak.
,
on one
Now, the symmetrical laws observed ax of Me guillotine. I will show you railroad and 8 miles from depot on another. Good schools and churches
would come from his pen, and the can. Heel to be combined in symmetry eith
his
with
thoughts
Christ's
and
life?
Plenty
convenient.
timber.
of
torturing
water
for
and
fun
demon
an
just
Indian
in
sculpture
Will be sold sits bargain.
elusions uttered In that book just such
true
are also found to exas would be .1.1tely to be reached by a Oh, the beauty of blending colors. ist in true architecture. A great build- a victim at the stake whose scalp will
A fine tam of 400 acres within one huildinge. All in excellent repair
From
the
brilliant
pictorials
of
an
auer like Christopher Wren did not start soon be hanging at the warrior's belt. mile of Pembroke, Ky. Nitiety five Price and terms reasonable.
man grim, having strayed from God,
was disappointed and dissatisfied with tumnal leaf let us learn the spiritual In to erect St. Paul's cathedral at hap- I will show you men who for the price acres In fine timber. This farm is
Good residence on corner of Main
lesson
for
man
that
God
bath
made
hazard. Every part of the walls, the of a drink are ready to sell their sons well fenced with hedge and wire and
his life. In the absence, therefore, of
and 1st streets,
80 feet on
definite knowledge I shall assume that and can make everything beautiful in dome and the capstone were carefully and daughters into a life of crime. Car divided into five shifts, on each of Main by'200 feetfronting
deep. House has
and harmoniously designed and prop- you see any beauty in the birth of a which is plenty o1 never failing water ' rr oms, good cistern,stable and six
the tint verse of the book indicate* It. time.
me.
This is one of the finest farms in the
But the musician's oratory and sym- erly proportioned before one spadeful demoniac Frankenstein?
bins as the sutbor, -Tint son of David,
best farming section of Kentucky, cessary out-buildings. For sale.
metry of sounds have also their awake of diet was dug out of the heart of
There is a "time to die," which is well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco
king In Jerusalem."
Twogood residence Iota on Main
glee by which we can find man, In his mother earth to excavate the cellars,of ,heautiful. ,Death. If It comes in God's
Thea HAW at lisequounte.
and all kinds of grasses. Mere is St. in llopkinsville, well located.
'Rut though King Solomon was no( spiritual bertute, 'in tune with the in- Londien's architectural pride. And the way, is beautiful, for then a dying no better stock farm in the county. The only vacant iota on West side of
as a rule, a connected writer, yet in the finite." In the Epistle to the Romans wonderful part of the masterfully de- saint knows death is not unnIbilation, m provemente first class-amid in per- Main St. for sale at a low brice
book of Declesistes he makes an excep- Paul writes, "How beautiful are the signed buildings of Europe is how de- but coronation, irradiation and eternal fect repair, fins two-story frame
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave
doe to his usual custom. In this third feet of them that preach the gospel of ceptive they are as to their size when triumph. Like old Senator Foote, dwelling with .ine rooms, veranda nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
chapter, for example, there is clear peace and glad tidings of good things." first seen by the human eye. When when dying be can look at the raptur- in front and porches in rear, four 2 porches, cistern outbuildings,shade
houses, two large new and fruit trees, Price $1,400. .
sequence. No man Can interpret my Aye, beautiful are the feet of the gos- one sees the dome of St. Peter's at ous glories ahead and cry: "Beauti- frame tenant
tobacco barns, two graineries with
text aright unless he uses the words. pel messengers, but beautiful are the Rome lifting itself toward the skies, or ful! Beautiful! Beautiful!" But was capacity for 10,000 bushele of e heat,1 An elegant farm n of 116 sores of
"He bath made everything beautife voices also, for today we find the sym- the spires of the Cologne cathedral the death of Nero beautiful? Was the large stables, cow houses, tool house, land, on good public road, in one of
in hia time." as a glorious climax to bol of.mau's thoughts in beautiful sym- like the uplifted forefiegee of an ora- death of cleoostra beautiful? Was carriawe and ice house, two lerge cis- the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, convenient to postofftee,
the ten verses which precede them. metry with God's thoughts, in the tor pointing heavenward, or the roof the death of Thomas Paine beautiful— terns, in fact an ideal farm with schools and
churches, in h high state
Solomon Is here enunciating the mighty sweet throat of a singing thrush, in of the Milan cathedral peopled with one moment in prayer, the next am- a beautiful lawn of four acres in front , of cultivation, good dwelling
2 rooms
law of sequence. He is marshaling the the sighing of the winds among the myriads of saints and apostles carved tient blaspheming God, until his rela- of house. One of the most desirable and hall,one largeitobaoco barn,good
meets of • human life as an army. leaves and in the harvest fields, in the in stone, the lengths and the breadths tions, in horror, placed their fingers farms in the state, in one of the best stables and cow house, buggy house,
neighborhoods,convenient to schools 2 new cabins,
smoke
Mach event must have Its right posi- moanings of the sees as well as In the and the heights of those structures in their ears and ran from his howling churches
and good market.
The house, new wire fence, house, hen
nice young
tion. In the,language of the chapter, colors of its waters and in all the - rarely impress the tourist at first. blasphemous agonies?
WA
oondition.
in
first-clasp
Will
strange
yet
harmonious
grapes,
voices
orchard,
of
the Why? Because all are in perfect symrasp
be says. "There Is a time to be born
The Illodesuption eit Joke.
be sold on easy tern's to suit put- strawberries,plenty of -berries &DO
woods,
whether they be the calls of metrical proportion. A truly great
water, very,
and a time to die." There is a time for
Are you and I ready to become part eh seer.
desirable, will be sold cheap and on
s cradle and a time when the wood of the *cuckoo, ethic!' musicians declare building is "multitudes of stones se of God's beautiful creation? Are we
612 acres In tract, 400 acres in culti- easy terms.
that cradle should be changed into a sound the third note in music, or the ranged in unity." It is thought ex- ready to become beautiful In ourselves vation, ground lies very level and is
Some beautiful vacant Iota on Walegglin lid. "There 'is • time to plant *brill whistle of the bobwhite, which, pressed in stone, as a painting is by becoming beautiful in him? Even a very rich soil.
nut street.
Produced last year 76 bu. corn per
and a time to reap that which Is plant- like the voice of the fife, is heard above thought expressed in colors, or as mu- the lowest and vilest, saved by his
400 acres of desirable
ftei e. 2: hu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 in Montgomery county,farming land
ed." The plow and the sickle cannot every other instrument of the band, or sic is thought expressed in sound.
Tenn, heavigrace and redeemed by his blood, can to '200 lbs. of tehacco per acre.
crooning,
dove,
of
which
the
the
wood
Now,
as
true
architeeture
is
beautiful become a true part of Christ's beautihave the rust rubbed off their facts at
ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
red
'
farm
nerII
lritreare
in
sof
this
226
the
California
to
Indians
call
used
thought
expressed
in
Ky.
the
price
$7.00
per acre,
curves and ful life. Many years ago when the
the same time. "There is a time to.
clover.
Fine farm Of 282 acres in neighweep and a time to laugh." That means "majelia." whose song by day and b3 lines of the roof and the walls and the yellow fever plague was raging in
This place has a fine 10 room resi- borhood of Howell,
twilight
was
and
both
young
to
mate
Ky., at as great
foundetion
atonee of at building. I Memphis, Tenn., a rough looking man dence, large bares,good pond,7 good
that a Joke or a caciennation at a
funeral IN a discord. A tear and a sob one continuous whispering of "Here, would go one step further in my sub- applied to the city relief committee cisterns, 8 tetiant houses, plenty of bargain,
Very desirable suburban
at • coronation are also out of place. love! Loves here! ilere, love! Love, ject. I would say to the designers of and said, "I wish to nurse." It was negro labor, is well fenced and locat- house two stories,8 rooms,residence
new and
A wedding march is never played in a here!" Oh, the beautiful volees of the great Episcopalian cathedral now at a time when most people w-ho could ed on good public road, in Montgom- in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
minor key; neither is the "Battle Hymn blending harmonies heard in the being built In New York city: "Oh, were fleeing from the stricken and des- ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north.of just outside the city limits on one of
of the Republic" sung to the accompa- choruses of the woods: Who can ever architects, of what material are you olated homes. The death carts seemed Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest the best street.
raiment of the "Dead March" from listen to thetu and not find a symb61 building these walls? Where are to be to be going everywhere. At first the statiou.
A nice reaidence at Cathy, Ky.
This place can be bought for only /
"Saul," nor is a Christmas carol im- of man's spiritual beauty? "In tune found the mighty beams to hold up physician declined the rough man's $45.00 per acre, 00,000.00 °oath and lot of 10 acres,sit room cottage and
Infinite!"
with
the
yonder roof?" Then these architects services, but as
two room office in yard; good
prisoned behind the musical bars of a
he eouid get no one balance on very easy terms, with
servants house, large good Ice house,
take me down into the quarries, and else to do the
el. Tune With the intimate."
Mozart's requiem. -There is a time to
work this man was sent per cent. interest.
stable and carriage house and
large
But what, according to the law of amid the dust and the dirt I see the to one of the most filthy and dangerlove and a time to hate." There is a
Trice farm or 142 acres within all neoemary out buildings; splena:d
time when the •'angel of mercy" should sound, do we mean by being "In tune mighty rocks being hewed out. Then ous wards•of the city. Wherever lie 8 miles of Hook iesville, on good pub- ! shade and-fruit trees, never failing
with the Winne?" I went hunting they take me to the foundries where went he was a messeuger of love. Ile lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco ' well, good cistern; convenient to deextend the open palm of forgiveness
well as a time when the clinched fie some time ago. As I lay in a dugout the steel beams are being molded. would not tell hits name; he said sim- barn, sthble, outbuildings and plenty pot, school and church;6 miles from
by a water hole, hidden by the leaves, Then they take me out into the forests ply, "Call me John "Time passed on, of timber and water. Desirable place Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
of justice must defend' the weak an
the whole distance. Splendid lematfight a mortal combat over the pros waiting for the birds to come down to where the great tree trunks are being and after awhile John, whose name will he sold cheap.
drink, 1 asked myself theme questions: dragged to the sawmills. Then they a-as now emotes through the city, ()tie of the most desirable resider,- iota for a doctor.
• irate forms of innocence and reed:Ind
ces on S. Vir. St.,
Then, after the author of my text has What is music? Why is it that all say: "Oh, preacher, we are making sickened and died. While his body was frime by 288 feet corner lot 811 feet' Valuable store room on Math
deep House with
beet business loos
sung the changes of the "Gospel Har- these voices of the woods have such this beautiful Cathedral of St. John the being prepared for an unmarked grave, beautiful shade and fruit trees, good street. One of the
Moue in the city.
monies of Sequence"—the meadow a wonderfe influence over me? Why Divine out of such materials as these. suddenly upon his arui was found a cLterti, stable and all necessary out-1
Nice cottage on corner of Brown
lands and upon the mountain top. In sea does not the harsh call of the fish- All these rocks and steel beams and livid mark, which proved that John buildings. All in excellent repair. and Broad streets,.7 rooms,good outand On land, by cradles and by open- monger ban-king his food at my city tree trunks, a multitude of different was an ex-convict. John bad been Price and terms reasonable.
buildings, qistern, eta. Cheap and
50 acres of fine land iVi miles from on reasons-lRe terms.
ed graves, during the times when the door, or the deep voice of the fog elements, shall blend together in beau- one of the most dangerous criminals
Residence, & rooms, stable, carridove of peace is hovering over man. horn on shipboard off the banks of tiful architectural unity." Then I turn of all the south. Once lie was it mur- Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
.'and during the time when the black Newfoundland, or the rasp of a saw, to the architects and say: "Oh, design- derer, but now, through the blood of sprine and barn, fenced and has 20 age house and all necessary outbuildraven of war is flapping his wings or the whining cry of a spoiled child, ers, if you can make yonder stone beau- Jesus, he became a ministering angel. acres of timber. Very desirable ings good cistern and orchard. Two
propel ty.
acres of land adjoining South Kenabove bloody battlefields-King Solo- enchant me as now do tbe voice signal- tiful by placing it in symmetrical har- Once he was horrible in his depraved j
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles tucky College, $1,500. Will sell Ulla
other
stones;
with
mony
cannot
my
which
pheasants,
I
cyn
in
Inge
statements
malformation.
of
the
generalizes
was
made
all
Now
his
he
eaumon
place at low price and on easy terms
from
Bennetstown Ky.
• one great conchthion. He practically now see way off under yonder trees, or Lord and my God make redeemed man tiful by bringing his life in gym- 8 rooms, tenant house, Good house
Farm of 406 acres ox fine land in Ni
good
well,
he
when
beautiful
becomes
part
of
over
flying
swallows
the
metrical touch with Jesus' life.
chirp of the
says. "All the different heart beats of
large tobacco barn, good frame sta- mile of mill, poet office and church.
temple
with
heavenly
union
the
by
My friends, will you not let Christ ble 28x80 feet,40 acres in fine
joy and sorrow, life and death. Pestle my head, or the. beautiful sounds that
timber, Splendid house of ten rooms, large
and siaaalct. bope and despair, have come to my ear as the harpists of the Jesus Christ? For 'I ,saw no temple fill you with his spiritual beauty?.Will good level land and a desirable farm stable, 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
the
Lord
therein,
and
God
for
Almighty
you not only in the fUture be spiritu- convenient to schools and cburchea tobacco barns,90 acres fine timber,
their purpose to serve, if they only winds finger the long, slender vines
good orchard. Farrn in good condito mad la the right way and at as though they were harp strings? I the Lamb are the temple of it.' As the ally beautiful. but beautiful now in and on good road.
productive. Will be
Cue of the most desirable resi- tion and very
appointed reasons." For God know that some of the repellent.crieit apostle says, 'Ye also as living stones your present life? Will you not besold at e bargain.
everythiug beautiful in Mt I have heard &Mb the delmMger are built up a spiritual house.' Is the come transformed as was John, the dences on S. Virginia St., corner lot,
Large two-story house and two
,illant." This Is the keynote of Chris. Richard Waver has reproduced in lie one achievement from an earthly stands redeemed nurse, laboring for his Mae- 86 feet front by *A feet deep. Hones
with beautiful shade and fruit trees acres of ground fronting on first.
Matchless Operas. I know the deer point say more wonderful than the tar In plague stricken Memphis?
Mau in his sinful state Is
and running back to the river
street
good cistern and all necessary JUL(Cenvinnt. UN by Louis Klopech.]
egthasse, a limalig-mt mum Venni of Ma fed km MO mid thmedire amand midevemeat from a heavenly'
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You know the medicine tliat
makes pure, riiJi blo•iii —
Ayer's S.—:srrarilla.
.mother,
.)ther, all vow
folks, used
hey trusted
SarS

arilla

It. The: doctors trusted it.
Your (loco r .irusts it. Then
trust it yill:rqc If. There is
healt'.; :Ind strength in it.

FOR HAND WHO WOUNDED FARMER.

Thos. Long Robbed of His
Cold and Left For
Dead.

MARRIED AT FAIR
AT
FIRST SIGN

POPULAR COUPLE WED
IN ET. LOUIS.

Of Disfiguring Humors
Use CUTICURA

Mrs. Burnett and Mr. Cully
Joined In Wedlock at
Peducah.

ING
ci 'M
GAG
E

EMENT

A. W. HAWKES
THE FAMOU

ATLANTA OPTICIAN.

(Special to New Era.)
•
(Special to New Era.)
EL1:TON, Ky.. Aug. 29-A report
OBACEY, Ky.. Aug. 29.—Mr. El
was received here that Thos. Long,
mo Jones, of Cadiz, and Mies Ethel
whose home is about biz miles east
a kettle.
or.•Tatt .
Wadlington, oftha place, were marfor Lowell. m.... of this city, had been murdered and
ried it St. Louis several days ago,
robbed. He was found in ail unconbut the first intimation the friends of
Vile couple had of the event was
scious condition ou the road about
when Mr. and Mrs. Jones returned
one mile from his borne. It 14 said
lie are mantle
;lathes.
home last night and announced the
WIN the all the Sarsaparilla- to be impossible :or hiin to recover,
wedding. The couple went with a
but he regained enough strength to
Dire -t from the home n
thte airna
eattO
the
ritte
st
te
House sg
H
oror eorinti,
a,
, of
Indigestion Causes tell that the crime had been commithis practical Opticians and wollirel nd
party to attend the exposition at St.
i0011 ationt two weeks IWO but said
ted by a man who worked on his farm.
'. • Catarrh of the •
RAY 41, FOWLER. Druggists.
A posse of about one hundred men
nothing of their intention of marryStomach.
His
enga
gement is for Three Days
are
ing.
it:Joking
for the man,and say they
They will reside on Mr. Jones'
ismit kas been supposed that
Only,
ef the.31emeedi caused indigestion will hang him if they catch him.
farm near Cadiz.
Beginning Sept. 12th.
Every
child
born
into
the
trimmed*. but the truth Is exactly the
world
The groom is a promiu
Ms Long for a number of years
young
This will u vo thoieltizens of HopkInsvill And vicinity
opposite. Indigestion causes catarrh. Rewith an inherited tendency to tor- farmer living near Cadiz• ont
a rare opIle is well
portunity of having their
peated attacks of Indigestion inflames the had carried $100 in gold in his pock- turing, disfigur
ing
humors
of
known
the
in
Hopkins
viile
et,
which
from busihe said was to pay his burasucties membranes lining the stomach and
Skin and Scalp, becomes an object ness dealings there.
expeimsties norm of the stomach,thus mus- ial expenses.
of the most tender solicitude, not
keg the glands to secrete mucln instead of
The bride is a daughter of Mr. and
by one of the mot ronnwed an i succees
ths Wass dr natural digestion. This Is
only because of its suffering, but Mrs. Thomas Wadlington,
as well as reliable OptiAt"The Kentucky."
cians in the U. Se `Mr. Hawkes has all ful
Catarrh of the Stomach.
because of the dreadful fear that neighborhood, and is a charmiof this
the condom epplianees for
tha scientific adjustment of al a
ng and
to
the
the disfiguration is to be lifelong talented young lady.
in the U. S. who enjoys the confidence of ye, There is no Optician
The following Hepkinsville people
She has visitthe people more than Mr.
and
mar
its
Hawkes His name IC a familler word through
future
happine
ss and ed in Hipkinsville on mans occa. same all inflammation of the muoous were guests last week at "The Kenout a section of country
Inhabit
ed
prosper
by
ity.
over twenty-five millions of people Mr. Hawke
Hence it becomes the sions and has many friends there to
'sestabranse lining the stomach,protects the tucky" Mrs. W.S. Boales'new
s
has
home
probabl
y
adjuete
d
g'seees
the
to
eye. of more people of national
duty of mothers of such afflicted whom the announcement
nerves, and Mee bad breath, sour risings,
and
in
her
St.
of
Louis:
interna
martional
fame
than
any
other
Optician living. This firm
•MOM Oi fullness after eating. Indigestion,
children to acquaint themselves riage will come as a surpris
was esteblished In 1870.
e.
Dr. West and wife. Misses Mattis
dyspepsia and all stomach troubles.
with the best, the purest,and most
Duke,
Adelia Clifton, Maggie BrumIrogol Digests What You Eat
effective treatment available, viz.:
field, Lucy Edmunds, Willie B. HarMahe the $ame& Sweet.
the CUT1CURA Treatment, con,Wan war. Assertsec$too. wave 2% tines rison, Leigh Overshiner, Mollie
is often the cause of headache, dizziness, nervous
Mar•
His trial Ass. which sells for SO coats.
Burnett-Cully.
sisting of warm baths with CUT1ness and dimness
of vision. This can be cured in many cartes
tin,Lucy Ewing; Mrs. Ford and eons;
amperes,by a.o. warn a00.,oeisage.
by the correet fitting of
CU
'RASoa
p,
and
gentle
anointi
ngs
of
his
Crystal
lized
lenses to the ere Call early, he positively no
Mr.and Mrs.W.H.CuminIngs;Messrs
with CUT1CURA Ointment, the
mains but three day, ts he has other engage
Sold by R.O. Hardwick Jack Scales,
The following announcement in
ments for later dates.
George Howell, Ben great
Skin
Cure.
Cures'
CAUT
made in Sunday's Paduca
ION—I would caution the public against buying spectaBoulware, H. Ritter, Roy Garnett,
cles from peddlers going from house to
childhood are speedy, permanent, will be read with h News-Democrat
house with a lot of spectacles
interest by the
John Winfree, Nick Edmund., Jas.
representing them to be Hawks.' or selling the
'and economical.
same credo of goods
many Hopkinsville friends of the
Popham and family.
Rawkes'spectacles are NEVER peddled. Many
Sold lh,oboullb.woilt
of the inferior
="Ir
bride,
glasses
who
ettn_me
that
is
flood
a
lt,
sister
the
of
Mrs.
country
James
are
positive
ly injurious to the eye.
...rke:1)=7isLeztt:rwc=a;
E. Cooper:
—ESTABLISHED 1870—
•es •••4/0*
A wedding that came as a great
CAUTION—These famous glasses arc never peddled
surprise to their host Of friends, ocWAIT FOR HAWKES and not only gat
curred Saturday evening at 8:15
1, PERSONAL
adjusted do your eyes, but secure a pair of his classes scientifically
o'clock, when Mrs Clara Rieke Burthe most brilliant spectacle lenses in existence. Cytitalliz9d Lenses,
From Monday's Daily)
"Take a MI-o-na Tablet After Each
nett became the bride of Mr. Roy L.
Miss Maggie Ellis is visiting her Cully. The
ceremony was performed
Meal," says L. L. Elgin.
sister, Mrs. Will Glover, at Prince- by Dr. W.
E. Cave, pastor of the
With Mi-o-na there is no bother of ton, Ky.
First Presbyterian church, at the
HAVE resigned my posiInventor and Sole Proprietor of all the
guessing at the dose ot using so many
Mr. Robert Fairleigh spent Sunday home of the bride on West Kentuction with Hardsaick'a JewHAWKES PATENTS
spoonsful or anything of that kind.
ky avenue. It wise a very quiet afin Dawson.
1117 store and am now located
This valuable remedy for the ours of
fair
with
only intimate friends and
In :Armistead's Drug Store,
dyspepsia is in tablet form and is the
Messrs. S. J. Saice.:el and W. H. relatives present.
where I am prepared to do all
simplest way to cure the disease.
Hancock spent yesterday in Paducah.
Mrs. Cully is the third daughter of
kinds of Watch and Jewelry
"Just take one Mi-o-na tablet afMr. W. H. Rieke, one of this oity's
iterating and at rots/tenable
Mr.
W.
T.
Vaughn
and son Fair- most promin
ter each meal," says Druggist L. L.
ent and influential citiprices.
Elgin,"sad in a few days you will leigh, spent yesterday at Eddyville. zens,and a member of one
ofKentimIf you wish to purchase a
anti digestion improved, health reMr. T. A. Smithson is visiting ky's oldest families. The beautiful -+-e-e4s-+44
watch or any other article of
++•+++++444+++S++++++444+++++i44444+e4+•44
turning, and good,solid flesh added." friends at Eddyville.
+*
bride is one of Paducah's most at;ewe]ry Oft me before closing
This remarkable remedy is not •
tractive and cultured young women,
tab deal as I can save you
Mr. H.C. Richards spent yesterday whose reign as
were digestive; it mingles with the
a social favorite has
money on anything in the
(nod, and is readily assimilated by with his family in this city.
been complete, with a host of friends
arebry lin..
the st stem. it aids digestion and
Mr. Gas Tandy, wife and child are and admirers.
regulates and strengthens the whole guests at Cerulean Springs
Mr. Cully is also a member of a
.
digestive tract, so that after its use
plehminent family, and a young busiMr.
Frank
Buckne
r,
who
hes been ness man
At Armistead's Drug for a short time healthy and natural
of rare ability. He is con^Won is restored to the stomach and spending some time with the family nected with Wailerstein Bros'.clothStore.
Mrs. Fiske plaos to spend the I York
of his father. Mr. S. G. Buckner, left
tomorrow. This piece will gigboalffillas
yesterday for his [mine at New Or-, firm and is one of their most valued greater part of her season in ber own
MI-o-na may proporly be termed
nails* the return of Mies Irwin to the
men. The couple left on the 7:40
leans.
• Opposite the Opera House.
flesh-forming:food, as when it is used
train for `it. Louis and after a week playhouse in New York City, where stage after a season's absence and a
every part of the bo ly fills out with
Pege Blakeniore returned today at the fair they will be at home to her first bill will be a revival of rumored permanent
retirement.
solid flesh and all the outlines be- from a visit to
reeeetaeaeaae4++••••••44444.41
their ftiends at the home of the Langdon Mitchell's "Becky Sharp,"
the World's Fair.
44+ come
beautiful and symmetrical.
bride.
a dramatization of Thackeray's
Otis Skinner, after strip to Fiance,
Mies Willie Haraed, of HopkinsMi-o-na is not an ordinary pepsin
"Vanit
y Fair."
ville,
is
the
will play "The Harvester."
guest
preparation to simply aid digestion,
of Miss Nannie Gay
but it is a scientific remedy that Egietou. Miss Harped is an 1100011.1Julia Marlowe and E. H. Sotheria
glees health and strength, firm mus- !lobed musician sad will sing at the
Mrs. G. H. Gilbert will become a
Baptist church tomorrow morning
cle and pure blood.
will appear as co-stars in revivals of star this year in a play
written for
No MIO runs the slighteet risk in and at the union serviees .at the
"Hamlet,""Romeo and Juliet," and her by Clyde Fitch.
It is called
purchasing it, for L. L. Elgin will Presbyterian church Sunday even- Said to Have Won Another
"Much Ado About Nothing." They "Granny," and will be
Victory.
produced in
give his personal guarsnten with ev- ing.—Saturday's Clarksville LeafSPRIN
will open in Chicago at the Illinois New York City early in
GFIEL
D,
Tenn.,
Aug.
Chronic
29.—
le.
ery 50c box he sells to 'refund the
Ootober..
We oarry a full line of
Another decisive victory for the theatre September 19.
money if it does not cure.
This is said to be Mrs. Gilbert's final
Mr. Will W. Blythe, of the Cumileum on the stage.
berland Telephone Co., has been tobacco trust came when it became
Richard Mansfield will continue to
promoted to a responsible position in known that prominent New York inthe office of the auditor at Nashville dependent buyers had gone on the play "Ivan the Terrible" and perKyrie Bellew began his season last
and will leave for his new post to- breaks at Clarksville and Hopkin
s- haps Jack London's "The Sea Wolf." night in Denver, presenting"Raftles,
morrow. He has been with the com- ville
-and run lugs up to $4 per bun
the Amateur Craoksman."
A deal was closed this morning pany two years.
John Drew will present "The Duke
dred, trying to squeeze the Americau
whpreby the firm of Thomas & TraMrs. Hodge, of Louisville, is visit- Tobacco company out of the market. of Killiecrankie," by Capt. Robert
William Faversham is to play the
horn dispose of their drug business ing Mre. H.C. Moore.'
The trust refused to buy except as Iv1arshall.
leading male part in "Letty" by Arto Mr. L. A. Johnson, of Bowling
Mr. John T. Edmunds has return., they needed,and being largely benthur Wing Finer°.
Maxine Elliott will commence her
Green. The work of taking the in- ed from a business trip to Louisville.
efitted by the vast quantity of low
voice was begun this morning and as
Mr. H. M. Dalton, of Princeton, grade tobacco raised last year, took second season as a star on October 8 Cecelia Loftus
will be starred this
in Harlem. She will again tweet.'
soon as it is completed the business Mo., is in the city,
largely of these types, thus lowering
year in "The Serb) Comic Governwill be formally placed in charge of
Druggists.
Mrs. M. J. Underwood has return- the price of lugs to $250 per hundred. in Clyde Fitch's "Her Own Way," ess."
the purchaser. Mr. W. E.Trahern ed from Madisonville.
The New Yorkers being unable to in which she scored last year.
J
will remain with Mr. Johnson for
place
their holdings at a profit, will
Miss Mary Blackwell, of RenderWiltottiLackeye is to continue Jo.
••••••
Ada Behan will begin her seisson
the present.
son, is the guest of her sister, Mrs. either be forced to throw the tobacco
"The
Pit," but will alternate it with
back on the market to be sold at a on November 10, presenting "The
The members of the retiring firm, J. H. Dragg.
performances of "Trilby." Svengslt
I big loss, or work it into finished pro. Taming of the
Shrew," "School for
Messrs. W. E. Trahern and J. A. Mr. H. M. Dalton, of Princeton,
duct, and then they will meet the
has always been his most popular
Scandal," and "The Country Girl"
Thomas, have done a thriving busi- Mo., is visiting in the city.
I trust in the open field.
roltr.
Robert Lorraine, the English actor,
ness since embarking for themselves
Dr. a.. H.Tunks has returned from
will be seen as her leading man.
Cerulea
Springs
n
Banke
and by their enterprise and court.
rs' Meeting.
Francis Wilson, it is announced,
_
eous dealings have made a host of
Col. R. A. Burnett, Circuit Clerk
will
be placed about November 1 in
The Kentucky members of the
Ethel Barrymore has already befriends. Neither of these gentlemen A. C. Burnett and Hon.John Kelley, I
"a new comedy without music."
Americ
an 'Bankers' association, gun her season in the West and is
anticipates leaving Hopkinsville but of Cadiz, spent today in the city takThat is about all that is known conwhich convenes in New York Sep- appearing in "Couein Kate." Later
ing depositions.
cerning his vehicle.
will enter some business liege.
tember 14, 16 and 18. will leave Lou- she will play in Thomas Raceward's
Given by Ninth-Street Pres—
Mr. Johnson comes highly recom- • Mrs. Mary Royalty has returned
from •visit to relative in Smith's isville September 11 on a special "Sunday," a London hit of last seaFrank Daniels is to use"The Office
byterian Church. •
mended both as is pharmacia and a
Grove, Ky.
sleeping car. J.D. Powers,of Louis- Son.
Boy" again this year, and has plangentleman. He was graduated from
ned an extensive tour of the West
Miss Ida Biumenstiel, who has ville, who is a member of the executile Northwestern University, at
May Irwin will use the farce, and South.
been in New York for three weeks, tive council of the association, has
Organist.
Chicap,in 1908 and since then has has returne and
d
will resume her po- written letters to the bankers "Mrs. Black is Back," by G. V. HoViola Allen will appear in "The
lieldstge responsible position
FRIDAY EVENING
of as- sition at Anderson's.
throughout the state arranging for bart. Rehearsals will begin in New Winter's Tale."
Blatant
P.
At b
U.
professor of chemistry in that
Miss Mollie Martin has returned this and the party will leave over
ADMISSION. SO CTS lostaution until lie resigned to come from St. Louis.
the Pennsylvania railroad.
The
House Work Is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
For benefit of Organ Fund. pare. His family will join him here Mr. M. A. Martin has returned headquarters of the bankers will be
a short awhile.
from a visit to Russellville.
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
infrertmi t•r•lh'y from In.ligest‘ort at*
tellel ttnrii I I..,.I.*. V..ir bottler* perrwssessi,
e.1 tor •'
Moe. F. R. RA la, SIt.thico. N.Y.

thin blood. I
£7.." Survar*r

ch Blood

Eye Sight Tested Free

obi Dyspepsia Cars

Eye Strain

EliOlvey

W II Olin
IN
=
SIMPLE WAY TO

BUSINESS

.
11:1s

CURE DYSPEPSIA

FOR MYSELF!

A. K. Hawkes,

I

He Will Positively emain But
Three Days.
++++++..444++++++++++++.+.

Players and
Their Plays.

W. Ii. OLVEV,

School
School

School Tablets,
Composition
Books,
Inks, Pens and
Pencils.
COOK & HIOOINS,

TOBACCO TRUST

SELL DRUG STORE

itteslt.ttrati.a.

Grand
Open

organ

Prof. Harry E. von Tobel

Sept• 2

'
I

_
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aglISII SPARROWS
AR! SPREAD
fie
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ALL

ljuRT IllS SAVED
:HLETICS AT
WORLD'S FAIR. moBRIED,s vat

OVER

CHRISTIAN.

Treat for Lovers of Strenu ous Sports—Revi,
val of Olympia Games From August

SENTENCED TO LIFE IM-

29 to September 3

PRISONMENT.

bown Rekatimg Shotiun
Takele ger
The notion that one must pay from fifty dollars upwards in

The Entire County is Suffering From the Feathered

a good shotgun has been pretty effectively dispelled since the advent et
the Winchester Repeating Shotgun. These guns are sold within reach
be given:
will
Era.)
New
to
. Sp. oiel
Monday, Aug. 29.—One hundred
of almost everybody's purse. They are safe, strong, reliable and handy•
ST. LOS.71S.Auir. 27—Lovers of the and twenty-yard hurdle; running broad
When it comes to shooting qualities no gun made beats them.
manumit 'volts from every part of jump; 880-yard run; putting the 16are made in IS and x6 gauge. Step into a gun store and eitarsdies oat.
Louis
FREE: Seel Rams cut clarets o*•'east card he our ifreit lesstratad cotekee•
pound shot.
More English sparrows are in evi- the wqrla are gathering at St.
to take part in or witness the contests
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. 'raw HAVEN.ODOM
Wednesday, Aug. 31.—One mile
dence in Hopkiusville than ever be- of
to
Back
vault
Soldiers
Taken by
world athietqs in the Olympic games 100-yard run; high jump; pole
fore. Worse still they have pene- series, beginning at the Stadium on
Thursday, Sept. (—Two hundred
Maysville For Safe
trated every part of Christian Coun: the World's Fall grounds on August
KeepkIng.
29. This is the most important athty.
letic evellt of the times and the
The first attempt to import Eng- records made here will stand as perlish sparrows to this country was manent history.
Athena, the birthplace of these royal
(Special to New Era)
made in 1858 by a private citizen of sports, revival the Olympic games
MT. OLIVET, Ky., Aug. 26.—At
Portland, Me. In the. fall of that sight years ago, and later at the Paris
an early hour this morning after au
0104 they were restored to their
year be liberated six spareews and lellg90
proper dignity as a world event. Upon
all night session of circuit court,
themselves
they immediately made
the latter occasion American brawn
Thomas Dobyns Maybrier was found
at home in his garden and outbuild- and muscle conquered in most of the
guilty of the murder of Jailer George
ings. For a few years these birds and contests and the victories were brought
side of the
this
first
time
to
the
for
W.Thompson and setitenced to life
their descendants were seen in and
Atlantic.
t.
imprisonmen
squads.
small
about the town in
On the World's Illair grounds in St
There is general dieappointment
These birds multiplied until in the Louis, just as they were waged in the
ancient Grecian arena, these games
because the extreme penalty was not
erioeer of 1871 a flock of them apwill be played again, Greek pitted
given Maybrier.
peared in every nearby town, thus against his Roman foe is of old, and
Brings good results, so if you want some
Troops accompanied the prisoner
showing their tendency to spread Briton challenging the strength and
prowess of the American. The Indian,
keeping.
safe
for
Maysville
to
back
teeritory.
adjoining
over
thing good we have it And to insure good
the Japanese, the Filipino and half a
ARTS PALACE Only the presence of soldiers preAbout 1880 twelve birds were im • dozen other races will be represented FACADE OF LIBERAL
results use a
ported end liberated near Madison in these contests, and the winners of and twenty-yard run; 220-yard hurdle; vented a mob from lynching Mayindeed.
the prizes will be victors
the discus; throwing the 56. brier.
Square, New York City, and this
While these sports are revived from throwing
for distance.
weight
pound
The charge against Maybrier was
seasons.
to
several
means
for
irra repeated
the long ago, they are by no
Saturday, Sept. 3.—Sixty-yard run;
In 1888 tbe commissioners of New be old-fashioned. All of the contests 440-yard run; throwing the 16-pound the murder. of George Thompsor,
are under the auspices of the AmeriYork liberated fourteen birds in Cenhammer; team race, handicap, one the jailer of Robertson county, and
They are the best and have the name they
can Athletic union, and the officials
men, each man to one °Lite most substantial citizens,
tral Park. About this time numerous who have charge of the events were mile, teams of four
deserve, for they are superior to all others,
run 440 yards.
committed in the town of Mt. Olivet.
persons brought • few birds home appointed by the union. Modern rules
All around dumb-bell contest.—'Pen
prevail throughout all of the
will
for they do-superior work So come and try
belonging
and set them at liberty in and about games.
•
sections, divided into two divisions, They fell out over a horse
day,
each
out
of the ten sections
to Thompson, which had broken
Jersey City.
be
convince
and
one
The programme of the Olympic five out
seven,
five,
two,
viz.: First day, one,
of its stable at night and was browsThe craze for importing it ass birds series follows:
day, three, four, six,
29.—Sixty-meter run; eight; second
Aug.
Monday,
governalong the street in front of the
city
ing
the
1868
spread, and in
nine, ten. Section 1—Holding oat one
throwing the 16-pound hammer; 400meet of Boston imported a great meter run; 2,690-meter steeplechase; dumb-bell in each hand at arm's home of Maybrier. Without apparlength, the bells to be started with the ent cause Maybrier is alleged to have
°timber. But the birds bad not been standing broad jump; running high
arm perpendicular above the head and
jump.
carefully handled and they did not
dropped down from there to straight drawn a revolver and sho Thompson
Tuesday, Aug. 30.—Marathon race,
at arm's length from the shoulder three 'lines, killing him instantly.
out
over.
were
brought
others
thrive, and
40 kilometers.
horizontally.
(INCORPORATED.)
hundred
Be surrendered to a constable and
31.—Two
The birds which survived from
Aug.
Wednesday,
Section 2—Curling one dumb-bell in
the
16-pound
putting
shot:
these various importations were care- meter run;
one hand. Section 3—Curling one was locked up, charged with the ! •••••••••••••••••••11/0001110•••
lifting bar bell; standing high jump;
dumb-bell in each band at the same killing. The grand jury had just
O
,.bir fully fed and looked after by if city international
(trials),
tug-of-war
Section 4—Tossing up one
time.
unweight
up the
-N, government.
teams of Ave men each,
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ell
dumb-b
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the discus; —Jerking up one dumb-bell with one brought dire by soldiers yesterday.
almost deadly after effects.
ing these birds to this country, so meter run; throwing
dumb-bell, second section; 1.500 meter hand from the shoulder to arm's
they imported 300, but most of them run; 110-meter run; pole vault for
Cures Sciatica.
length above the shoulder. Section 8
died. In 1871 the same institution height; three standing jumps; inter- —Pushing up slowly one dumb-bell in
Rev. W. L. Riley, L.L.D., Cuba,
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brotight over another lot, and they national team
start five men.
length above the shoulder.
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A Sweet Breath.
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Sold by Ray al/ Fowler
psi* the death penalty. It Is wise is• never failing sign of a healthy
ever
Salve
io have Buokien's Arnica
Sold by Ray & Fowler.
breath is bad
the
When
stomach.
beady. It's the best salve on earth
the stomach is out of order. Ti are When Well-known 'Hook inssad will prevent fatality, when
Is no remedy in the world equal to
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ville People Tell it So
I I
Dyspepsia Cure for outing inthreaten. Only 96c, at L. L. Elgin. Kodol
Plainly.
and all stomach
dyspepsia
digestion,
gad Cook & Higgins Drug Store.
disorders. Mrs. Mary S. crick, of
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Man
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Respected
Ky., writes: "I have
Through Telegraph Lines. White Plains,
a representative citizen of Hopby
all
tried
been a dyspeptic for years;
Life.
Useful
After
Dies
kineville the proof is positive. Read
ELKTON, KENTUCKY.
kinds of remedies but contiuued to
The telegraph lines of the western grow worse. By the use of Kodol I this testimony. Every backache suf(From Friday's Daily)
A High-grade, Well Equipped Training School Preparation for Colbegan to improve at once, and after ferer, every man, woman or child
and eastern division, of the Tennes- taking a few potties am fully restorClaiborne Buckner, one of the old- lege; for Business,for Life. Healthful Location; Intelligent Community;
with eny kidney trouble will find
in* Central railroad were joined at ed in weight, health and strength profit in the reading.
est colored men in the city and high- Positive Christian Influences; Trained Instructors; Large Camila. an
and can eat whatever I like." Kodol
Nash•ide on Tuesday,'thereby ren- digests what you eat and makes the
R. C. Morefield, Sr.. real estate ly respected by all who knew him Athletic Field; Equipped Gymnasium, Good Library; Interesting Musdering practicable direct telegraphic stomach sweet. Solt' by R. C. Hard- dealer and associated with the Chris- for his honesty and politeness, died :earn; Expenses Moderate. For particulars address
wick
tian County Title Co., residing at 222 yesterday at his home on Ninth St.'
communication between Harriman
W. 17th St. says:'For several years H'e claimed to be 102 years of age.
9
9
and Hopkinsville by the wires of the
the e mdition of my back and of the For many years he was a valued carInset.
Doctors
Fall Term Opens Sept. 1st.
road. , Heretofore it has been neceskidney secretions furnished ample vent in the family of Mrs. Virginia
sary,to repeat messages sent from
evidence that I was sufferirg from Lathan'. The funeral was held this
The Christian County Medical so- kidney disorders. The aching in my morning, and was attended in a body
points on the western to points on
ciety held a very interesting and ;ii- back would come on by spells often by the United Benevolent society
the eastern livision at Naiehville.
of the
joyable meeting in this city Monday. so severe that it was painful for 'me and by colored members
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Army
to
straighten
stoop,
to
Grand
Dr. J. le Paine, vice president of the
tempt any sudden movement. I saw
DeWitt Is the Name.
society, presided. Splendid papers Dean's Kidney Pills advertised localHazel
Witch
When you go to buy
Rheumatism.
Boyd, Petrie and ly and thiuking that thoy might help
Salve look for the name DEWITT on were read by Drs
On Palmyra Road, One Mile From
When pains or irritation exist on
every box. The pure, unadulterated Jackson. The visiting doctors :pres- me. got a box at Thomas &Trahern's any part of the body, the application
City Limits
Witch Hazel is used in making De- ent were Drs. Ray, Woodard, Jack- drug store. I had used them only a of Ballard's ,43now Liniment gives
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve, which is son, Edwards,Petrie, Bell and Allen. few days when I noticed a marked prompt relief. E. W. Sullivan, Prop.
T.,
0.
Reno,
El
House,
Sullivan
improvement in my zondition and I
Containing 23334 ecres, 51 acres in Titnber, 86 acres in Grass, all deep
the best salve in the world for cuts,
The local physicians pretent were continued the treatment. It did me writes, June 6, 1902:"I take pleasure
barns, bruises, boils, eczema and
Snow ed clay soil, large two-story house with seven roc ire, dryfellar, liege cisBallard's
ng
recommendi
In
Boyd, Lackey and Bark- more good than any medicine I had Liniment to all who are afflicted
piles. The popularity of DeWitt's Drs. Paine,
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only tern of clew cold water and springs, never failing stock water,
Witch Hazel Salve, due to its many er. The visitors were entertained by ever used and that is putting it mild- with rheumatism. It is the
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barn,
fine
large
houses,
tenement
im-•
gives
eons, has caused numerous worth the local physicians. — Pembroke ly. You may publish my statement remedy I have found that
at any time and I will do all I can to mediate relief." 25c, 60o, $1.00. Sold
Lees counterfeits to be platted on the Journal.
let the value of Doan's Kidney Pills by Ray dr Fowler.
market. Tbe genuine bears the
be known."
name K. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.
Stop That Cough!
For Sale.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Bold by B. C. Hardwick.
iran
or
When a cough, a tickling
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
feel
New York, sole agents for the United
Ask For Allen's Foot-Ease, ritation in the throat makes you
The S. T. Fox farm of 612 acres, Near South Kentucky College, containing six rooms, cellar, new stables,
uncomfortable, take Ballard's Hore- States.
A Powder
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the
until
wait
Don't
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hound
t To shake into your shoes. It resta the disease bits gone beyond control. Mr. Remember the name—Dosn's—and about seven miles Southwlet of Hopgrapes. Price low, 34 cash, balance fens time. Call see me at 766R 9th St.
lest. Make. walking easy. Cures and Mrs. J. A. Anderson,864 West take no other.
kinville, large two story dwelling
Corns, Bunion', Ingrowing Nails, 6th St., Salt Lake City, Utah, writes:
buildings,
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necsary
and all
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until Sept. 80th. the Illinois farm
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me relief, I. very pleasant and gives tinuing
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sell round trip tickets as farming sections of the county anti.,
perfect; satisfaction." 2643, 500, CM. Central will
will be sold on reasonable terms.
follows:
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To Cerulean Springs
Winfree & Knight.
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To Dewson Springs
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SUPERIOR WHEAT DRILL

Planters Hardware Co.,
YouTakeQuiDine?
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HERBINE

MUST BELIEVE IT.

tENTENIIIIIN DEAD

Vanderbilt Training School ,

J.M.Fletcher M A, and J.M.Roberts,M A Principtis

Fine Farm For Sale!
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Also My Brick Coati,on
East 9th Street.
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PANIC AMONG THE 'HEALTH BOARD URGES VACCINATION 'STUNTS WITH A GUN
CERULEAN GUESTS OF EVERYBODY IN CHRISTIAN COUNTY

0FAN
WONDERFULEXHIBITION

Disease Mas Developed In a Number of Localities and Immediateliteps Must Be Taken to Prevent
How Capt, Bartlett Puzzled
Its Spread.
la Cow.—A Big Crowd
over
the
county.
soon
wide
spread
Out.
Now that the schools have or

SIG BUILDING NEAR HOTEL BURNS.

TWO NARROW ESCAPES

will be opened the county bomd of
health urges upon all citizens who
have not been vaccinated the importance of having it done at once. Several localities throughout the county
now have fully developed cases of

Wherever the vaccination hes taken thoroughly no trouble has been
experienced with such persons. In

From Wednesday's Daily.
the Gracey neighborhood every perA large crowd was at the grourds
son who was found withceit a scar of the Hopkinsville Gun club yesterwas vaccinated when the dliseaffe ant day afternoon to witness fancy shoot-

Salt Room, Bowling Alley
and Barborahop Co Up
In Smoke.
smallpox, mostly among the colored appeared there several weeks ago. ing by Capt. Geerge E. Bartlett, ex-

population.

Of 0011Vse however there were num- deputy United Status marshal and
The negroes ate very lax about re- bers of colored persons who were scout of South Dakota, and the ezporting smallpox cases and numbers missed by the physicians and when pentation of seeing something fine in
of instances are known where the the disease broke out in the neigh- this line was fully realised. Capt.
patient recovered without the case borhood the second time these un- Bartlett represents the Peters Cartever baying been reported. In the vaccinated persons were the suffer- ridge Co , and the King Powder Co.,
meantime the other members of the ers.
of Cincinnati.

From Wednesday's Daily.

An at Cerulean Springs at an
early hour this morning destroyed
the big building back of the hotel.
The loos will aggregate $2,000, with
little, if any, insurance. Two men family were going about their usual
who were sleeping in the place had daily duties, some of them probably
being employed as cooks or nurses
barrow escapes.
Tbe building, which was a frame in families where there were chilstructure, contained the ballroom, dren who had not been vaccinated.
bowling alley, barbershop and bath- In this way the disease gained a
rooms. Nothing was saved. A piano
was in the property burned in the
dance hall.
About 1:16 o'clock, a guest discov-

BIG BATTLE ISwic[„
BEINs

ered a blaze in one part of the building, and it is supposed it originated
hem•cigar stump. An alarm was
sounded,and,owing to the proximity

Japanese Attacks Were Repelled Yesterday.

among the ninety-five guest*.
Splendid work by the employes of

(Cablegram.)

awakened just in time to escape in
their night clothes.

After a great deal oftf ffk rt slid correspondei,ce Mr L L High', the popular druggist, has euccrded iu getting the Dr. H )ward CO.tri melee a
special half price introductory offer
on the :'egultir 60c size of their celebrated spec:flc for the cure of constipation and dyspepsia.
This medicine is a recent discovery
for the cure of all diseases of the
stomach and bowels, It 'not only
gives quick relief but it inalles permanent cures.
Dr Howard's specific has been so
remarkably successful In curing constipation, dyspepsia and all liver
troubles that Mr Elgin is willing to
return the price paid in every case
where It does rot give relief.
1 111w9

—Died, Aug. 96, Mrs. Delia Oates.
She was the wife of Mr. W. R.Oates,
one of the oldest and most highly respected citizens of North Christian.
Mrs. Oates suffered from enlaige-

Deep Mystery Surround*
Hanging of a Rapist In
Texas.

(Special to New Era.)
WEIMER, Tex., Sept. 1—While
incarcerated in jail, Dewar Lee Tuck.
er, a 17-year-old negro. under
for attempted rape, has been

mull

mys.
teriously lynched The (Mom
unable to determine just when
how thew

was committed. Kim&

Schultz the 19-year-old daughter of
a wealthy farmer, was attacked by
Tucker. He was arrested soon after
and placed in jail. Three hour later
when the officers went to the cell to
take the prisoner into court, they
found him hanging by his neck dead
The cage had not been broken into
but he had a forty foot rope around
his neck and his head was drawn up
to a hole in the cell about eight
inches in width and not over four
feet from the flour, used to passfood
through to the prisoners. His feet
were tied close to his body with
cords. There is no clew to the perpetraters.

MASTODON'S BONE
Portion of Prehistoric Animal Found Near Henderson.
While on a fishiGg expedition daring last week Fayette Dennison diecovered a bone which is quite a curiosity. It is fourteen inches long,
weighs four and one-half pounds and
measures about three inches in diameter. The discovery was made below
the island about three miles below
Henders.m In the neighborhood

of the cow's nose. At first the aniA meeting of planters and all othmal did not pay much attention to ers interested in the matter of adthe bullets but when they kept sing- vancing the price of tobacco is called
ing so close to her she turned and o be held at the Fair Grounds at
started off but the bullets began Guthrie. Ky., on Saturday, Septemday
spent
on
time,
and
the
day
on
striking
on that side tied for a few ber '24th, at 10 a. In.
where other large bones have been
Petersburg
St.
estimated
at
and it is
Chas. H. Fort,
found. It is probably a portion of a
that about 400,000 men are engaged the World's Fair grounds. All reg- seconds she was kept turning about
President Clarksville District To- mastodon's massive frame.—fienderIn the conflict, which is generally re- istered at the Kentucky ouildiug. looking more and more surprised all
bacco Growers' Association.
Journal.
ferred to as the decisive battle of the fhere are 220 in the party. They the time, until at last she kicked her
o'ciock
via
the
I
night
at
10
fast
last
air
and
went
off
as
left
heels
into
the
little
of
tells
news
official
war. The
The biggest battle of the war be- ducah, Henderson, Hopkinaville,
tween Russia and Japan is in progrens Bowling Green, Carlisle, Maysville,
near Liao Yang and may continue Millersburg, Danville, Greensburg
for several days. The armies are'Campbellsville, Lexington, Springequally matched in point of numbers field and Versailles, arrived yester-

I

Dogwood Doings.

NECRO FOUND DEAD IN
HIS CELL

A positive crime it is,'to let
the babe with colic fume and fret;
When put to work upon the same
"TEETHINA.- juatifies its fame.
"TEETHINA" Overcomes and
Counteracts the Effects of the SumCases are known where negro chil
One of his feats was shooting soft mer's Heat, Aide Digeation, Regudren who had been vaccinated slept
bullets through pieces of bone; lates the Bowels and makes teething
noise('
in the same bed with those who had
easy. Costs only 26 cents.
the disease and suffered no ill effects. plate steel an eighth of an inch in
This ought to be sufficient proof that thickness while the objects weie
vaccination is a sure preventive for thrown in the air. The bullets cut
MRS. LYON DEAD.
small pox.
holes in the heavy steel as smoothly
(Special to New Era.)
as if drilled. He did fancy shooting
ELKTON,
Ky., Aug. 30—Mrs. Lyhas been desperate fighting on the
by the aid of mirrors and also shot at on, wife of Hon. P. A. Lyon, of
southern center of the Russian forces
small objects thrown into the air, Daysville, is dead, aged '73 years.
and the Japanese seem to be endetleusing tot this r urpose an ordinary 22
.
o
Trhie
n gtig
t
to ttiunrgn,otnh et hR
eusw
ee
iasn
t riisg hsta
.H
ideu tko
calibre rifle. After shooting two

.hundred rounds from the rifle Capt.
have approached within three miles
Bartlett invited the crowd to look
From Wednesday's Daily•
of Liao Ya3g. Citizeils of that town
through the barrel, which after all
An alarm of fire was turned in last
are watching the battle from towers
this shooting was as bright and clean
night about 1 o'clock from the resiand housetops.
looking as if the gun had been freshdence of Ftank Dennis on North
ly cleaned.
Main street. The department reTEMPLAR8 AT PAIR.
An amusing feature of the event
sponded at once and soon extinguishwas when a cow which was grazing
(Special to New Era.)
ed the blaze. The fire originated in
WORLD'S FAIR, St. Louis. Aug. in Sharp's field came close to where the kitchen and burned through one
Bartlett was doing his shoot21.—The Kentucky Knight Templar Capt.
end of the building but the damage
ing and began to crop the grass The
is slight.
special train, carrying Marion Comcaptain had just reloaded the mags••••
mandery, of Lebanon, Ky., Knights
zlne of his rifle and he began firing
Tobacco Men Organize.
srom Madisonville, Earlington, Pa- into the ground within a few inch. a

ST. PETERSBURG, Aug. 81.—
the hotel and others under the direcGen. Kuropatkin's army repelled the
tion of Capt. R. S. Pool, prevented
the Japanese attacks yesterday at
the flames from spreading to the
Liao Yang,
' main building.
A great battle is thought to be in
James Mitchell, assistant clerk,
progress today, but wires are down
and the colored barber named Owen,
and no reports have been received.
who had rooms in the building, were

IS LYNCHED IN JAI

— .
Induces Dr. Howard Compa„e to
Make Special Pitice

Quick Work.

U

of tibe burning structure to the hotel,
there was something of a panic

ELGIN SUCCESS

i

meet of the liver, and bad been sick
the strategic situation, and there is Missouri Pacific, arriving at San as she could go,the bullets still keepabout two weeks, when death came
ing her company.'
no estimate of the casualties. There 1Fraacisco Monday morning.
to relieve her from her pain. The reCapt Bartlett also did some shootmains were laid to rest in Hopewell
ing with the shot gull. He used an
cemetery Saturday evening. We exorttinary pump gun and after he had
tend our deepest sympathy to the
thrown a tin can into the air himself
sorrowing friends.
+44+44-4-4444-41++444-,
4++1 he put six charges of shot into it be—A protracted meeting will begin
From Wednesday's Daily.
Mismes Tommie Wallace slid Rosa fore it could reach the ground.
at the Baptist church here the third
After the fancy shooting was comWell
have gone to Hopkinsville on e
is
Clarksville,
Mr. E. R. Tandy, of
Sanday night in September. It will in the city.
several weeks' visit.—Paducah Reg- pleted the traps were started and
be conducted by Revs. B. F. Hyde
ister.
several rnembeis of the gun club as
Mr. Robert Shaw, of Cerulean, is
and C. L Roberts.
in the city.
Mr. M. M. Phillips, of Georgia, ar- well as Capt. Bartlett shot at the
*—Mr. Willie H. Clark will leave
Mr. John Stites of Louisville, is rived in the city last night, and will targets.
re-enter South Kentucky college this
Thursday with Co. D to visit the In the city.
eession.
Big Potato.
Miss Iuez Moore left yesterday for
World's Fair at St Louis.
a two week's trip East.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Coulter. of Los
—Misses Carrie Underwood and
.
. and Mrs. Jack Meador lea to- Angeles, Cal., arrived in the city this
-ell
Prof. P. T. Frazer, principal of the
Laura Jones spent last Sunday with
morning to visit the family of Mr.
day for Springfield, Tenn.
colored
M. & F. college, brought to
Miss Rosa King.
Eugene Wood,
Mr. John Thomas has returned
this office this morning a mammoth
• —Mr. George White, of St. Louie, from a trip to Cerulean Springs.
Mr. Chas. W. Head, of Paris,
Irish potato which measured nine
visited his father's family recently.
Miss Evie Nash left yesterday for Tenn., arrived in the city this mprnlng and will re-enter South Kentucky inches in length and weighed fifteen
Misses Cora and Carrie Haddock Elmo where she will visit friends.
ounces.
college this session.
spent Saturday night with Mr. Harry
Miss Nina Thomas has returned to
11111.
Bethlefriends
of
St.
visit
to
Jean
Pollard,
a
Miss
Clarksville after
Haddock's family.
Examination.
Passes
hem, will leave Wednesday for Hop.
here.
—Mr. Tom King's little child has
kinsville where she will enter Bethel
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Adams, of
Mr. W. H. Everett has received
Female college.—Clarksville Star.
been quite sick with diptheria, but is
Church Hill, have returned from St.
formal notification that he passed
better now.
wife,
and
Rev, J. D. Armistead
Leafs.
who have been visiting in the blty successfully the examination before
• Miss Maude Rogers,of Elt.Charies
Mrs. Clarence Hodge, of McLean.for their the state board of embalmers and
is spending the summer with her boro, 711., is visiting Mrs. D. F for several weeks, will leave
home in Nashville tomorrow morn- has been awarded a certificate of
Smithson.
aunts, Mrs. Dee Harrison and MM.
ing..
I proficiency.
Etta Vincent.
Miss Eula Richards. who has been
Misses Edna Adams, Beulah AdreHill,
has
Church
visiting
near
—Mr. Charles West and family, of
ams, Lizzie Foard, Maggie Foard,
Now Elks.
turned home.
Hopkinsville, visited Mr. J. W. UnMrs. Sue Brannon, Meters. Eli and
Miss Harriet Key.. of Helena, James Adams, of Chu?cn Hill left
derwood's family Strachey.
(From Wednesday's Daily.)
Ark., is visiting Mrs. Waiter Lackey
yesterday for St. Louis.
asylum.
at
the
Messrs.
'rhos. J. McReynolds and
—Mrs.John White,of Little River.
Mr. Gladstone Cayce, of Hunts- James Wootten were last night iniMaj. John D. Anderson, Of Nashspent Sunday with relatives in thie
ville, president of the Empire Coal ville, Ala., who has been visiting the tiated into the mysteries of the Elks
comm unity.
company, is in the city.
World's Fair for several weeks, will
lodge. There was a pleasant social
return tomorrow and re-enter South
Decatur,
Claggett,
of
Mr.
Harry
Administrator's Sale.
session after business had been all
Ill , is visiting his brother, Mr.Ward Kentucky cAlege next week.
traneacted.
Cloggett, near the city.
I Mr. Eugene Ray, of Atlanta, ar4 Wp will on Thursday, Sept. 8th, on
Miss Julia Stewart has returned to
night and will
the premises of J.8. Williams, de- her honie at Madisonville after, a rived in the city last
Will Marry.
Thursday night for St. Louis
leave
(seamed, near Huffman's hfOLoffer for visit to Miss Daisy Nolen.
w`th Co. D, having recently been apsale the following:
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Miss Lucy Crenshaw, of Earling- pointed by Gov. Beckham regimen- I
Six good work mules.
license has been issued to
Marriage
I
ton, is the guest of Miss Elizabeth tal sergeant major.
Two head horses.
Crenshaw on South Main St.
I Mr. William C. Parker and Miss Ida
Twelve head of cattle including
Mr. Francis Marion Girand, who Riley. The ceremony will be proMiss Nellie Alexander, of Fulton,
mach cows.
has
been staying at the residence of nounced tomorrow night at the ChrisMrs.Dr.
guest
of
Ky., is the pleasant
Twelve stock hogs.
his late uncle, James A. McKenkle tian church at Macedonia by the
W. M. Hill, on South Main St.
Also a lot of farming implements,
for several months has gone to Rev. T. D. Moore, of this city.
_.
misees - erne Smith and Kettle
hay, corn, &c, also a lot of lumber. .'Belle Fuqua, owenshoro,are guests Louisville Where he will enter
'terms made known on day of sale. of Mr. Thome. Fuqua at the asylum. school next Monday. He is a flue I
Joined In Wedlock.
young man and we predict for him a
E. T. & W. H. Withal:04,
Miss Lamb, of Weenvillo., Ky , aradm'r of J. S. William',
rived in the city yesterday and will bright future. He will board with
Mr. John Dave Rogers and Miss
deed.
be the guest of Miss Stowe at Julien. Mrs. Rawls evil° is well known in 011ie Gibson, a popular North Christhis city. His mother is matron of
tian couple, were married on August
Miss Nellie Alexander, of Fulton,
the Confederate Home at Pewee
m visiting Miss Mary Cayce, at Mrs.
28 at Carl.
yam set:
W. M. Hill's on South )14alti street. Valley.
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NOTES ABOUT PEOPLE.
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!Udell DospepOla, Cori
itespoi wihm-

ALTON

B. nunint saps:

"I head the <NEW YORK WORLD Every Day."
THE

•

WORLD Elected Cleveland.

Bryan on THE WORLD.

"It may be said without reservation
that if the Dentottratic party in my
171.st campaign had lacked thc forceful
avd potent advocacy of Democratic
711 inriptes at that time by the NEW
l'ORE Wolt1.1) the resutt
iota
have been rev,rsed."—Grover Cleve-

lnn•I's Letter to TI.' World, May 10,
1 0:1.

"THE WORLD never daring the
last twenty years considered itself a
party paper. It promised to spread
truly Democratic principles and truly
Democratic ideas, and it has done ao,
and will do so, with entire independence of bosses, machines and platforms,feireseine only the dictates of its
Cot,scienes."—C./noted. with approval.
by Willitm J. Bryan in the Commoner. dlaii 10,1;103.

THE WORLD IN THIS PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN.
Send $1 to the N. Y. WORLD and you will receive
THE WORLD every week day for FOUR MONTHS
from the day your subscription is rece.ved, including
every day of the Presidential Campaign. The regular price

o; the Daiej Vi.)rld four months is $2.00.
BOTH WE;OF THE

lEAT POIITICiL BATTLE FUL',Y AND FAIRLY GIVEN,

FIRST NEWS! BEST NEWS!
.
r/NHE WORLD as the "Chief Champion in America of Democratic ideas" will be
the most interesting newspaper in the country in this Presidential campaign.
It already has a much larger daily circulation than any other morning newspiper ih 'America.
We are beginniag a campaign that promises to he memorable in history. By a
singie act of inspired courage the Democratic leader has restored his party to its
old place as the instrument of enlightened reform, sane and practical liberalism,
clear-headed progressiveness and constitutional government.
While the question of the standard of value remained an issue all other topics
were submerged and the Democracy could not play its historical part. In the
absence of that restraining force the Republican party has rioted in imperialism,
centralization, militarism, extravagance and privileged injustice. Now the time Cu
come when it can be called to account. Once more a party wisely, bravely mg
honestly led can raise with hopefulness Tilden's old war cry, "Turn the rascals
Out "
The Democracy is ready to correct the abuses of a monopoly-breeding tariff,
to promote trade with our neighbors .in Canada, to cut short the insane realty
with the military powers of Europe in armaments made needless by three thorned
ones of ocean, to substitute the reign of law for the personal caprice of an arbitrary ruler, to restore economy and integrity in government, to bring arrogant
combinations of capital under legal restraint, and to discourage the permanent
ican mcn
the
orunserdocu
ilag
aTnoy countryatta
ased
of theibA
which the Declaration of independence
attainment
ment of these ends The World
Pe
pledges all its energies.
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CHE AND DIZZINESS.
,the Ailment, Peculiar to the
male Sex are Due to Catarrh
or Pelvic Organs.

'01

,-

-•

ONLY HEROES

,.

MADE COMPLAINT

• -I
CAN

cortrw* PRICES OF

Postmaster at Dawson and

TOBiCCO.
a Mr.

Ross,

of

the Souvenir Cards.

Rosso ew,
Charged a Lexington Man

Writes On the Dark Belt

Two Cents Each For

Situation.

Transmission.

To THE NEW ERA:—
I want to say that I am heartily in
sympathy with "Cactus" in his effort to help the tobacco growers.
Tho'I can not exactly agree with his
view that "warehouses are the only
means by which competition and
better prices may be secured for the
growers."
Warehouses certainly are one of
the important and powerful means
by which growers may secure better
prices, but not the only, or even the
best means to secure fair and reasonable prices for their tobacco. The
beet help and relief for the growers
lies in themselves. The growers can
really control prices of our great staple. The warehouses are and always
have been their best friends, and
should be belpe,1 and encouraged in
every way that is fair and legitimate
but farmers themselves can'actually
control prices. For each year "the
great staple" is actually in tbe possession of the growers. They can, if
they only will, claim and demand
remunerative prices for the results
of their labor. Some man may say
"But how?" My answer Is: In exactly the same way that other workers claim and get fair prices for their
labor.
The anthracite coal strikers of
Pennsylvania claimed and got their

I
oiSEAX.

Altoona, Pa., June 20, 1903.
I was afflicted with Tetter in had shape
It would appear in blotches as large as
hand, a yellowish color, and scale off
You can imagine how offensive it was.
For twelve years I was afflicted with thie
trouble. At night it was a case of scratch
and many times no rest at all. Seeingthe.
good the medicine was doing a friend
who was taking it for Eczema, I consmenced it,and as a result the eruptioa began to dry up and disappear, and to-day
I am practically a well man. Only two
spots are left,on the elbow and shin,
where once the whole body was affected.
I have every confidence in the medicine,
and feel sure that in a short time these
two remaining spots will disa
B. S. S. is certainly a great bi
purifier, and has done me a world of good.
I am 'grateful for what it has accomplished and trust that what I have said
will lead
'others who are similarly afflicted to take the remedy and obtain the
same good results that I have.
125 East Fifth Ave. Joan P. Lae&

A Lexington newspaper man recently at Dawson Springs, Ky.,made
complaint to the postoffice departtneut at Washington that the Dawson Springs postmaster had charged
him two cents apiece for the transmission of fifteen souvenir post cards.
He received a letter yesterday stating that the complaint had been re- While washes,soaps, salves and powders
relieve temporarily, they do not reach the
ceived by the department and was real came of the &geese. The blood must
COLONEL YOUNGHUSBAND, WHO WENT TO LASSA.
be purified before the cart is permanenttit Eleventh Street,
t
Colonel Francis Edward Younghtuband. head of the British Tibetan expedition who being investigated.
s.S.s.contains no pceash,arsenic or minMilwaukee, Wis.
has been attracting attention for Boole time on the "roof oi the world, is a veteran
Under
the
law,"post cards," which eral of any scriptiosi, but is guaranteed
°Beer nearly all of whose n.ilitay life has been spent in Asia. Now that Colonel Young.
"A short time ago I,found my conhusband has reached 140•42, the Tibetan capital. Greet Britain has given the world amour- are
dition very serious, I had headaches,
purely vegetable.
distinguished from postal cards,
anee that the object of the expedition was simply to insure the integrity of Tibet.
galas in the back, and frequent dizzy
Bend for our book
may be of a size 89-16 by 69-16 inches
spells wbkk grew worse every month.
on the akin and its
1 tried two remedies before Peruna,
diseases, which is
and must not be smaller than the
and was discouraged when I took
mailed free. Our
This is a fair sample of what the
minimum
size
of
the domestic postal
the first dose, but my courage soon
physicians will
tobacmonths
trusts
are
doing,
end
of
what
two
returnees:. In less than
cheerfully advise
card, 2 16 16 by 45-8 inches.
my health was restored."—Mrs. M.
without charge
co growers may expect. The trust
The postmaster at Dawson insisted
Brickgser.
eny who write us
The reason of so many failures to
has forced down the price of tobacco
about
their case.
that the size submitted, a post card
eare eases similar to the above is the
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, S.
The
nearly one half from What it used to
of
the
size,
maximum
should bear a
fact that diseases
be and put ip price of manufactured,
FEMALE TROUBLE peculiar to t h e
two cent stamp before being transNST iteCitrgro female sex ar•
tobacco.
mitted, and required not only the
'AS CAT
.
no t commonly
The trusts puts up the price of beef
Lexington man, but perhaps hunrecognised as being canoed by catarrh.
to the consumers—they rut down the
Catairh of one organ is exactly the
dreds of other guests at Dawson, to
imam as catarrh of any Other organ.
price of cattle and they propose to
pay a double price for the transmisWhat will cure catarrh of the head will
put down the wages of their emsion of post cards. He was warned
also cure catarrh of the pelvic organs.
ployees. This great machine cuts Joe Bumpus Taken From lit advance by the Lexingtou man
a
Persists cures tl-ese cases simply because
UNITED STATISMINIIIITIER
times the catarrh.
three ways. It outs the farmer, it
The Jail at Hickman.
that complaint would be made to the
If you have catarrh write at once to
FROM COLUMBIA
the
the
employees,
and
it
cuts
cuts
department at Washington, but he
Dr. Vartman, giving a full statement of
poor consumer.
31..t-r ease, and he will be pleased to give
Insisted that he was correct.
yot J. s 211121)10 advice gratis.
It is a shame, "a measly shame"
One of the post cards on which a
Au -evs lir. Hartman, Prc,d(ient of
as the song says, and if it I. not stop.snItarle,e
'
two-cent stamp was required by the With Secretary Hay He Signped the men who are running the
ed the Panama Canal
Dawson Springs postmaster was subgovernment at Washington will be
Ruined.
mitted to the third assistant postTreity.
hurled from power.
master
general,
and
he
stated
that
it
(Special
to
New
Era)
reasonable demands. They simply
Yr. Jason Epps, colored, came
We tobacco growers may expect to
HICKMAN, Ky., Aug. 80.—Joe "was chargeable with one-cent post"stood together as one man" and realley
way
and
sank
upon
the
'treat an
get the same treatment—in fact we
Bumpus,a negro who assaulted Cath- age."—Isexington Herald.
NEW YORK,Sep. 1.—Dr. Tomei'
fused the wages offered them by the
nearest doorstep. His proud head
are getting some of it now; and we
erine Clay, a fifteen-year-old girl
Herren, who represented Colombia
operators, and would not work for
dropped upon the broad bosom of his
will get more of it if we do not make
last week, was taken from the Fulat Washington for several years, up
them until they got their demands.
pink-striPed shirt, and in this attia fight, and stand together as other
ton county jail by a mob this mornto the time of the Panama incident,
They got the government of the
_
hide
....4 of despair he was found by one
workers are doing.
ing at one o'clock and thrown into
is dead at Liberty, N. Y. Ha had
United States and then J. P. Morgan
of hie friends.
This great tobacco trust Is capi'al-'
the Mississippi river and drowned.
been ill for some time and went to
and finally the operators themselves,
"Wiat's the matter wid you,Jase?
lied at $570,000,000. Think of thatl
Fired by Consul In Queen's Liberty in the hope that a sojourn
to agree to their terms. Then the
.. iis looking beat out.
That is enough to buy congress and
Sacred Body.
there would aid in the restoration of
battle was won. I do not propose
I la," replied Mr. Eops mournfulhave laws made to suit themselves.
(Special to New Era)
his health.
for us farmers to adopt all the methly.'. "I'se down on mah luck."
Let us do all we can to help Messrs.
WASHINGTON, D.C., Aug. 80.—
ods of the strikers but we certainly
Mr. Herron was educated in the
"Been rhoothi' de bones?"
Ewing, Gaines and the warehouses
(Special to New Era.)
Judge W. George O'Reilly, familli United States and devoted his life
can learn from them that it is essen'`Yes &eh."
make the fight. We can win if we
DANVILLE, Va., Aug.—Police any known as "Zanzibar" O'Reilly,
tial for us to "stand together as one
"e int day cumin' right?"
true to ourselves and to them. I sug- Officer J. J. Kaii was shot alla seis dying in a hospital here. Wheu
man.'
"Ain't comb' at all "
gest that we have some means of de- eiously wounded by Jack Dillard, a
United States consul at Zanzibar he
I
do
not
propose
to
go
into
the
his"What did the gang do to you?"
ciding what is a fair price and then desperate negro, outlaw in this state
became
famous by firing a heavy
tory of the great strike, but will simDey wiped me out."
let him be "Anathema Maranatha" and North Carolina. Officers had
charge of salt and pepper into the
ply
state
the
fact,
that
they
stood
'Shoo, is dat so?' This in a tone of
who sells for less.
been on the track of the negro for a black body of the Queen of Zanzibar
together and finally obtained their
ieved surprise.
It looks like each civil district week. A mob estimated at a thous- because she persisted in bathing in
Yes, sah, dey cleaned me clean." Jost demands. It cost great suffer- could have a hard-headed, shrewd and men are now hunti:ig for the ne- the waters surrounding consulate.
ing and great denial but I think it
How
much did dey git?"
r
farmer who would examine each crop gro and if he is captured a lynching
was worth all it cost.
Forty cents."
'
and decide what is fair and reasona- may result.
If tobacco growers will they can
ble price for it, and then prize and
I
Officer Hall will probably die. He
do likewise, but it is sure to cost
send to the warehouse, unless they was shot in the left breast.
them something. For us farmers
get a reasonable price.
The search for the negro has been
simpl,v to get together and "resolve
I believe this would help t,, cure kept up all night. There is consider- Against $5 on the Presidenand resolve" and ten go home and
the present evil, and be a beginning able excitement. Williteni Carter,cioiltial Election.
Fifty Thousand In the
"fall over one another" to get and
LOUIS,
Mo., Aug. 30—A waST.
that
would
do
a
great
good
iii
the
fuis
@Lot
arrested.
He
ored, has been
United States.
take the first offer that the gentle
ger, with :teethes its stake, has been
ture.
Why
cannot
growers
staid
towith
DilHe
was
hand.
through
the
NDIANAPOLIS,
Ind.,
Aug.
80
i
buyer will give them will not do it
=in a list compiled by the United They must have some of the grit of gether as ether classes do? One of lard at the time of the trouble. The laid by two colored politicians of
those meat packers would not dare negro has been taken, to Chatham, this city, one betting ;6 on the elecStates census bureau, Indianapolis
the strikers, who are generally poor
take
less than a reasonable price for the county seat, for safe keeping. tion of Parker, the other pledgieg
elands sixth') among the principal
men—poorer than farmers.
his
lab,ir—neither
should any farmer. Hall says that he wounded the negro himself to commit suicide by Jump.
number
country
in
the
the
cities of
The farmers must ask a fair price
I applied to several insurance com- who shot him. No trouble is antici- ing off the Bads bridge in case
of divorced persons. Indianapolis for
their tobacco and hold firm until
Roosevelt is defeated. The RooseDR. TOMAS HERMAN.
panies in Clarksville for insurance to pated unless Dillard is arrested.
has 1.89! divorced persons among its they
get it. Growers should help
velt
man,
Ainerie
Pates,
has
signed
cover
tobacco
which
I
Intended
to
inhabitance, 52 men and 879 women.
largely to his country's foreign ,
erthe warehouses and the warehouses ship
the following:
abroad. I was refused by all the
Chicago stands first with 4.341 and
vice. In his spointment as Colomshould help the growers. If they
"To all who shall see these pres- bian minister
agents,
of them stating "that
New York second, with 2,146. The
to the United States
divorced women outnumber the di- cannot get the fair price they had they had strict instructions not to inents, greeting: Know ye that I. he rounded out
his term of service,
vorced men in nearly all of the better "prize" and Hold 'tit they get sure any tobacco in the country for
Amerie Pates, being in good health and at
sauna
the
time achieved the
Triennial
Conventl
on
of
The
total
wenty-six pities given.
it.
and in my right mind, do hereby
any parties except the Regiee." I
unique distinction of becoming the
miser of divorced persons in the
Episcopal
Church.
If tobacco growers will just stand
solemnly promise, with God as my accredited
minister to a country he
sited States is 61,688, of whom together like some other working cannot give the names of these agents
Kentucky
will
be
well
repreeet.ted
witness, to end my earthly existence bad onee
but
I
can
arelneo.
testify
to
the
facts.
18,1114
women
sad
are
represented
is a minor capeople do, they can win,"with hands
The fact that I could not' get in- at the triennial convention of the by leaping from the middle span of
peony.
surance
on
tobacco
at
my
place of
down." But just to get in some
Episcopal church which will begin Eads bridge into the Mississippi rivMany years ago, while president of
courthouse and "resolve and resolve" business prevented me from buying
in Boston, Mass., October 4. The er below, one -week (seven days) the University of Medelline, Mr.
and
thereby
prevented
competition.
and then go home and sell outfor the
I will state that after this agita- delegates from the clergy of the Dio- after the presidentiai election in No- Barran was appointed and served as
LONDON, Eng., August 80.— fleet price without regard to the in- tion in the press and
among planters cese of Kentucky are the Rev. Dr. vember, A. I). 1904, if Theodore United States Consular agent to
Medelline, Colombia. For ten years
The Japanese forces under Gen. terest of any one but themselves, and a fuss was made about this dis- Charles Ewell Cralk, dean
of Christ Roosevelt, Republican nominee, is he reprebented his
own country as
crimination I was offered insurance
risroki ass engaged in battle with they will not win.
)
Church Cathedral; the Rev. John K. not elected ta fill the office of presi- consul to Hamburg,coming to Washoa
working
my
learn
from
other
tobacco,
but
it
was
Let
us
too
late
to
Oen. Kuropatkin's troops near Liao
Mason, of St. Andrew. church; the dent of the United States of America ington three years ago as secretary
people who contend for fair returns accomplish anything for this year's
Yeti. The Rusetans are failing
Rev. Dr. J..J. Minnigerode, of Cal- for the ensuing four years."
business.
Very respectfully,
of the Colombian legation. During
and military experts believe a for the results of their labor. There
E. B. ROSS. vary church and the Rev. Dr. Rev- This document, witfigho $(/wager- his/ service there,%which. continued
kettle will be fought at Liao is a great fight being made now by
/tosaview,
erdy Estill, of St Paul's church. The ed by the Parker adherent, has been until he was BiPpiiinted minister to
Montgomery Co., Tenn.
whore Gen. Kuropatkin has the meat packers from which we
lay delegate. are William A. Robin- placed ha -the hands of a stakeholder. this countryiiy his
government to
A dispatch might liarn something.
f4tifications.
son, Alvah Terry, Judge A.E. Richsuticeed funnier itinieter Concha, he
to
learn,
the
far
as
I
am
able
So
In says the Russians lost
ards, all of Louisville, and W. A.
was practicallY the head of the isgaor wounded in the fight- employeri of the meat packers, of
tion. -Helreareappbiated in January
Rankin, of Henders..n. The alterof,the vowel'per.
nit 26 and 28. Gin. Rout- Chicago and Omaha propose to renates are the Rev. L. W.Roes, Hen(Special to New Era)
(Special
to
New
Era)
killed in the engageitebt duce the wages of their 60.000 emthe
Rev. George C. Abbitt,
NEW YORK,Aug.80.—The Arch- derson;
Hopkinwrille; the Rev. William K. biptitmlioao, HY., Aug.
,Ileth sides are believed ployees Man lis% tents per hour to
bishop of Canterbury, Primate of
Marshall, Owensboro; the Rev J?bn Putts and Thos. Crawford,
Sleavily, though there is 17% cents per boor or about 8 cents
England, has landed in New York. Lloyd E Johnston, Louisville: •
Cbilsitmi.
time
while in crimes- last night quarreled
day
at
the
same
the
per
aamo
Jap.
of
the
NI the lasses
His mission in this country has no
about
a
glii
(
1
down tbcprim of
ihat
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haveOrn
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were
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e
Dr. Gray, the treteridary surgeopt
public significance beyon4 his deWO
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MOB DROWNS
NEGRO IN THE
MISSISSIPPI

OR. HERON IS DEAD
0•111.••••••••••

HAD ASSAULTED GIRL.

SALT AND PEPPER
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BENT ON LYNCHING

d

BETS HIS LIFE

DIVORCED FOLKS
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WILL ATTEND

WAR NEWS.

NOTED CHURCHMAN
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THE NEW ERA

HOW TO HOLD

HUSBAND.

Ift PERSONAL ak
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. M. E. Bacon is at Cerulean.

—PUBLIEHNIY:BY—

New Era ?rioting & PubHabig Co

Mr. R. B. Douglas, of Nashville, is
in town.

OFFICE:—New Era Building, Beneath
Street, near Mani, Hopkinsville, Ky.

'Squire W. B. Brewer, of Fairview,
is in the city.

$1.00 A YEAR.

Dr. A. H.Tunks is at Ceeulean for
a week's stay.

itessayed at the poatotiloe to
as seeond-eLass mall matter

HOpktflSVIIl”

Friday, Sept. 2, 1904
,--- CLUBBING RATES: —
-71* WanIla Nsw ERA and the following

The best

known guide to married happiness is to hold the husband as you won the
lover—by cheerfulness of disposition, patience and keeping your youthful looks.
Of course a great many women are handicapped by those ills to which women are
heir. The constantly recurring troubles
which afflict her are apt to cause a sour
disposition, nervousness and a beclouded

_e CURES

Capt. J. Sol Fritz *eat to Esrlington this miming.

"
ff

Mr. Will A. Glass, wife and son
are at Cerulean Springs.

ar

Mrs. Walter Cox is in St. Louis attending the World's Fair.

ALL
KIDNEY
AND
BLADDER
DISEASES

Miss Hazel Kirk Moore, of Pulaski,
mind.
Tenn., is visiting in the city.
Pierce,
specialist
!CV.
the
Dr.
in
woman's
$1 00
1 au diseases, of Buffalo, N. Y., after a long exMrs. M. E. Rodgers has returned
1 75 perience in treating such diseases, found
1 50 that certain roots and herbs made into from a visit in the Casky neighbor1 60 a liquid extract-,frould help the majority
115
cases. This he called Dr. Pierce's Fa- hood.
165 of
Prescription. Thousands of women
vorite
2 60
Mr. Hunter Wood, Sr., left today
Rome and Farm
iii have testified to its merits, and it is put
Patton's' Magasine—linston
up in shape to'be easily procured and at noon on a business trip to LouisslantaGo
natttuti
Weekly
on
.. 175 is sold by all medicine dealers. This is
York Tribune
. . 1 25 a potent tonic for the womanly system. ville.
New York Tribune
. i 75 So much faith has Dr. Pierce in its merits
mite Journal. new
Dr. Andrew Sargent went to Crofmilearibers only.
..
„ 175 that he offers two reward for any case of
Special(dubbing rate* with any magasin0 Leucorrues, Female Weakness, Prolapsus, ton this rn orning on professional busFalling
or
of Womb, which he cannot
newspaper published In the United I:natio
cure. All he asks is a fair and reasonable iness.
trial of his means of cure.
Mr. W. M. 04085. owner of the
Mrs. T. Dolan, of Madrid, Perkins Co., Nebr.,
writes: I was cured of painful periods by the Clarksville Star, spent yesterday in
COURT DIRECTORY. use
of Dr. Pierce's Favorite prescription, and
his Compound Ititmct of Smart-Weed. I think the city.
C1120011 uotrwr—PirstMonday in June Dr. Pierce's medicines the best in the world."
Mrs. M. J. Underwood has gone to
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
sod fourth Monday in February and Sep- women
strong, sick women well. Accept Madisonville to visit her sister, Mrs.
ember.
no substitute for the medicine which works
Virginia Jones.
quarried'00CIZT—SOC,011d Mondays wonders for weak women.
is January. April. July and October.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical AdMiss Kate Manson has returned
Fte0a.Clotrar—Firt4Tuesday In April viser Is aentlfree on receipt of stamps to
pay expense of mailing only. Send at from a visit to Mrs. Walter Radfora,
'end. October.
stamps for the paper.covered near Pembroke.
Ooenrri Omar—First Moaday in every one
book, or 31 stamps for the cloth - bound
month.
volume. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, 663
Mrs. Edgar McPherson is visiting
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
her mother, Mrs. Margaret Glass, in
—ADVERTISING RATES: —
South Christian.
The Republican campaign Is beOa* lush,firstinsertion
. . S I 50
Ono ineb,one mootb
II 00
Mr. and Mrs. L. Hlsgen and Miss
Oa* Inch, three 'costal
600 gun, but the Democratic contest will
One task,six nioatha.
Ella Wicks have returned from the
coo
be
postpon
Use inch,ens year
ed
till
. 15c0
October. Judge World's
Fair at St. Louis.
Additional rates may be had by applicaPat ker and his managers want short
tion at the otilas.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. CumTswasient advertising must be paid for in
sharp fight, to be begun after the
**vanes.
mings, Jr., and Jack Scales are atCharse• tar yearly advertisements will be Septemb
er elections, believing that tending the World's Fair.
sheeted quarterly.
An advertisements inserted without special itme wIU be /barged for until ordered it would be most fruitful in results.
Misses Daisy Rice and Annie May
BELOW IS A TESTIMONIAL FROM ONE OF THE MANY THOU
out.
SANDS
A.RWOBSIO$Momsts of Marriages and Deaths,
Brasher and Mr. Watterson Brasher
WHO HAVE BEEN CURED BY THIS GREAT MEDICINE.
SOS iraiseediut dve lines, Mud nolo,. of
A Boston woman left about a .juart
are
visiting
relative
pitembrag published 'trans.
s
Crofton
at
.
•
Glidtisarv Notices. Resolutions or limper:it, of diamonds in a London hotel
ailether similar notioas.fivii tents per line
Mrs. Lucy McGowan. of LouisA. H.Thurness, Mgr. Wills Creek Coal Co., Buffalo, 0., writes:"I have been
and wired back to the proprietor,
afflicted
ville, is the guest of 'Squire Alex
with kidney and bladder trouble for years, passing gravel or stones
with excrucia"Keep them until I come over next Campbell's family, on North
Main.
ting pains. Other medicines only gave relief. After taking Foley's Kidney
summer." What wonder that all
Caro
Price Waller, of Hopkineville, visthe result was surprising. A few doses started the brick dust like
fine stones, etc.,
Americans are looked upon as mil- ited :iis aunt, Mrs. E. A. Chatteu
, of
For President,
and now I have no pain across my kidneys and I feel like a new man.
hikes
lionaires?
this city, Wednesday.—Earlington
ALTON B. PARKER,
Kidney Cure has done me $1000 worth
of
good."
Bee.
of New York.
$100 Reward,111100.
Miss Annie Smithson will return
For Vioe-Presitient,
The readers of this paper will be this afternoon from a three months'
pleased to learn that thete is at least visit
HENRY O. DAVIS,
to relatives and friends in Virone dreaded disease that science has
of West Virginia.
been able to cure in all its stages, ginia.
and that is Catarrh. Hall's catarrh
Mr. Jesse Ellis. of'Clarksville, is
For Congress,
Cure is the only positive cure now
HON. A. 0. STANLEY,
known to the medical fraternity. here with the Clarksville baseball
Catarrh beibg a constitutional dis- team in the capaaity of traveling
of Henderson.
ease, requires a constitutional treat- manager.
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
Judge Parker has written a letter internally,
Sheriff E. G. Bannon, of Hawesacting directly upon the
to John 0. Milburn, of Buffalo, mak- blood and mucous surfaces of the •ille, was in the city yesterday en
system,:.hereby destroying the foun- route home
from
Hopkinsville.
ing plain his attitude towards the dation of
the disease, and giving the
Filipinos. Ha say.: "I am heartily patient strength by building up the Henderson Gleaner.
Cures Eczema, Itching Huconstitution and assisting nature in
Misses Mary and Rebecca Anderin accord with the plank in the Dem- doittg its
mors, Pimples and Carwork. The proprietors
ocratic platform which advocates have so much faith in its curative son..of Oclala, Fla., who have been
buncles.—Costs Nothpowers
they offer Oue Hundred the popular guests of Mrs. Ethel
ing to Try.
treating ti e Filipino. precisely as we Dollars that
for any case that it fails to Hale, have gone to Mayfield to visit
B. B. B.(Botanic Blood Balm) Pt
cure. Send for list of testimonials. relatives.
did the Cubans"
now recognized as a certain and sure
Address: F. J. CHENEY & Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Ex-Senator J. W.Downer,of Hop- cure for eczema, itchtiug, skin huAt the head of the editorial column
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
kiueville, is visiting friends in the mors, scabs, scales, watery blisters,
Take Hail's Family Pills for conof this week's Issue of Puck appears
Capital Paid In....$100.000.00
city
Attorney F. L. Wilkinson, pimples, aching bones or jointe,boile,
stipation.
the following ticket: "For Emperor,
of Hopkinsville, is in the city.—Elk- carbuncies,prickling pain in the skin,
41•11.- +MEDSurplus
. 30,000.00
Theodore Roosevelt, of New York.
ton Progress.
old, eating sores, ulcers,etc. Botanic
Farmers' Fair.
Blood
Balm
taken internatly, cures
For Prince Imperial, Charles WarMiss Alice Lander, of Hopkins.
Henry C. Gant,
President
the worst and most deep-seated cases
ren Fairbanks, of Indiana. For
The Guthrie Fair Association au- viiie, is visiting relatives at Saiubria by enrichi
J. E McPherson,
ng,
purifyin
Cashier
g
and
vital'sMis. S. Jameson vigted relatives lug the
Fred lent, Alton Brooks Parker, of thorizes the statement that
blood, thereby giving
H L McPherson,
they will in Hapkins
•
Asst.
Cashib
r
ville
this
week.—?em- healthy blood euppiy to the skin.
New York. For Vice President, hold an agrieu:tured and stock fair
Botanic Blood Bairn is the only cure,
broke Journal.
Henry Gaseaway Davis, of West and combination stock sale on their
to stay cured, for these awful, ans solicit the aacounts of Firms, Corporations and
Individ
Olho Lander, who has been in the noying skin troubles. Heals every
Virginia."
grounds September 29 to October 1.
11/113, promising prompt, courteous treatment to all,
and
sore
and
army
gives
three
the
years,
rich
glow
has
received
of
health
an
accommodation, consistent with conservative banking every
•
.
honorable discharge and is at home to the skin. Builds up the broken
If contemplating opening an account, or making
Nerbine
Senator Fairbauk's tenacity iu
down body and makes the blood red
in existing relations, would be glad to correspond any Change
Renders the bile.uicre fluid and thus to visit his mother. He has been and nourishing. Especially advised
with you.
clinging to his office after being nomhelps the blood to flow; it affords serving his country in the New Eng- for chronic, old cases that doctors,
lasted for vice president does not prompt relief from
patent medicines and hot springs
biliousness, indi- land states.
fail to cure. Druggists, $1. To prove
abow the greatest confidence in the gettion, sick and nervous headaches,
Lieut. Ridley McLean, of t h e B. B. B. cures, sample sent free and
result of the November election, and ant the over-indulgence in food and United States navy, Mr. Louis Mil- prepaid by writing Blood Balm Co.,
its contrasts most forcibly with drink. Herbine acts quickly, a dose liken, of St. Louie, and Mr. Bruce Atlanta, Ga. Desoribe trouble, and
free medical advice sent in sealed
after meals will bring the patient in- Weathers and the
Misses Carothers, letter.
Judge Parker's resignation of a life
to a good conditioi, in fi few days.
of Elkton, have returned to Elkton
position,and a high salary, and his
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
0. L. Caldwell. Agt. M, K.& T. R. after a visit to Trim-ids
in this city.
pledge never to accept a second term R., Checotah, Ind. Ter., writes April
A Summer Cold.
Primary,Preparatory and Collegiate Dept
s.
Mr. William J. Bacon, of MemA summer cold is not only annoyi8.,1908: "I. was sick for over two
In case he should be elected.
Select school for Young Ladies and Girls.
icier* with enlargement of the liver phis, lenn., is in the :city visiting ing but if not relieved Pneumonia ful influences. Write for information and a Thorough training under hal
catalogue.
•
friends. Mr. Bacon has resigned his will be the probable result by Fall.
The presid,mt ought to be delight- arid spleen. The doctors did me no
One Minute Cough Cure clears the Opens Septanper I.
COMU
ND
HARRI
SON.!
position
of
superin
tendent
of the phlegm, draws out
the inflammation,
ed with an anti-race suicide bill be- good, and I had given up all hope of Memphis
office of the Associated heals, soothes and strengt
being cured, when my druggist adhens the
fore the Otiorgia lefielature. It pro- vised
me to use Herbine. It has Press and will go to Lebanon, Tenn., lungs and brouchial tubes. One
this fall to study law at Cumberland Minute Cough Cure is an ideal remvides tkat no father shall pay a poll made me sound and
well." 50o. Sold
edy for the children. It is pleasant
University.
tax iiiti?ers of lour children shall by Ray I Fowler.
to the taste and perfectly harmless.
; ,
•••••••••••§1,
Mrs. Ida Alien Kennedy has as- A certain cure for Croup, Cough and
be given the title of captain sad of
sumed charge of Mrs. E. Keegan's Cold. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
I; 45 six children the title of oolonel
Evidence Insufficient.
by
millinery establishment and will
*be p
•itie. Every lather of tea childNicosia ss ALTAIC' amatcrararzaPpso.
manage the business during the ab- This Will Interest
Mothers.
Deputy United States Marshal 0.
rea
mes ex-offieio a member of
by—ar.
JAMES V. BALLA
sence of the proprietor, who Is at CeSt.
Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for
the governor's staff. No bachelor W.Saunders has returned
from Hop- rulean for her health. Mrs. Kenne- Children, cure Feverishness,
Bad
will be entitled to vote. Probably kinsvill
Sold
by Ray di Yowler.
e, where Thomas Law,Jr., dy has had wide experience, and is Stomach, Summer Bowel
Trouble,
the father of twenty children be.
one of the nest milliners in the state.
Teethlug Disorders, cleanse and regwarn tried Wednesday for the alleged
• wanes an admiral or major general.
Frank Pursley, of Hopkinsville, ulate the Bowels and destroy worms.
selling of whisky In Caldwell county
spent several days here this week.,, They never fail. Over 30,000 testiAmado
Panama has without a license. The evidence was Mrs.
monials. At all druggists 25o. SamWill Hancock and children and
gotten up a mass al
ple free. Address Allen S. Olmstead,
g "to protest not sufficient to hold him, so be was Miss Joy Carr,
TIME CARD.
of
Hopkias
ville, are LeRoy, N. Y.
Effective April 13th.
Indignantly"
age
President dismissed. Deputy Saunder
visiting
the
family of J. B. Bartee at
NORTH.
s arrestRoosevelt's interpretation of the
SOUTH.
Linton....Mr. H. A. Thacker, who
Pa- ed Law last Monday.—Padu
No 62 St Louis Express
9 60 a m No 61 St
cah
518 1‘ IN4
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail... 9:47 pm No 68 St Louis Express
nama treaty, which is, virtuaU
has a position in the asylum at HopLouis
y,that News-Democrat.
Past Mail_ .6:40 a m
No la Chicago and New
No 91 Chicago and New
the Panama 3anal strip Is the
kinsville, Was in Cadiz yesterday.
Orleans Limited
pro6'40 am
Russellville, Ky.
°Mins Limited
11:58pm
He was on his way to Roaring
Puts An End to It All.
perty of the United States for
Collegiate, Classical and Scientific No 56 Hopiinsville Accom. 8:45 p m No 65 Hopkinsville A000m..6:00 am
postal
A grievous wail offlinee
Noe 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
conies as Springs on a week's vacation with Courses. Able faculty. Laboratory
and customs services and all
other a result of unbearable pain
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis lin•
from over friends and relatives.—Cadiz Record. equal to all demands. 30 acres and
paints as far south 141 Erin
for Louisville,Cincinnati and the:east.
financial relations. Annador is
ground. New gymnasium, tennis
ap- taxed organs. Dizziness, Backache
Nos.
make
5.3
and
55
direct
parently too late. If the ney doc- Liver comrlaint and Constir ation.
The Illinois Central will sell round courts, croquet grounds, electric Oinnati and al l points north connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cu
lights. Spocial attentio to boardand east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also commit
trine of "international canine, do- But thanks to Dr. King's New yte trip tickets on each Wednesday and ing department. Tuitionnfee
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through tc Chicago and will
Pills they put an end to it all. They Saturday during the month of June, isters' sons and licentiates. to minnot cart., passengers to pointmain', does not cover import tio
Expen- south of Evansville, also
are gentle but thorough. Try them. July, August and September to H...t ses moderat
carries through
e. Next session begins
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, sleepers to St. Louis. ;
and communications, what on earth Only 25c. Guaranteed by L. L. Springs, Ark., at rate of $1500 and
Macon, Jacksonville, St. ft
ka Springs. Ark., at rate of Sept. I. 1904. For catalogue
,Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers
, Elgin and Cook & Higgins 'Drug to,rure
address
p740. Return 1iuii 60 days
to New Orleans.
does it cover?
W St. H. BA RRISON, ,
from
thrie for points east and Went.
.
I Store.
of
date, sale.
daeod&w to sep 2d
•
President.
I C. HOOE.
year:
Wililirsoo-"Week
$e1-Weskly St. Louis Republic .
tid'Wee
r.ki., ElY tiloise-Democrat
Cincinnati Enquirer.
MeinThekly Nashville America%
Weekly Louisville Commercial ...
Tel-Weekly New York World
Daily Louisville Post

Mil

outil..
wMaws

FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE will positively cure any case
of Kidney or Bladder disease that Is not beyond the reach
of medicine: No medicine can do more.

If you notice any irregularities, commence taking,
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE at once and avoid a fatal malady.

Democratic Ticket-

An interesting Booklet, "All About The Kidneys" free for the asking
Address, FOL EY & CO., Chicago, Ill.

Sold by Cook St Higgins
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Bethel Female College

For 20 Years Sas GnriImo

President 4
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Louisville and Nashville Railroad
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WERE PROSPECTS OF
—1100CRATIC SUCCESS.

Mita III !Rua
NEW MOS
HOUNDS MIKES ESCAPE ON HORSE
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SUNDAY
II Ili tIlt,

Kipg's Sig Tobacco Barn Burned, Together With ,

Congressman Oweiey Stan•

ig

OF THE STATE

SCHOOL CONVENTION.
Sobire

25,000 Pounds of the Weed and Farming
Implements and Machinery.
,

Says That ?ticker Will

O tto lilt()1)%
L__

'For Infanta and Children.

mum

Annual Meeting at Henderson Has Adjourned.—Col.

BO Elected.
Prim Tuesday's Daily.

surance had expired. This leaves
The inamnioth barn of Squire Lee Squire King without any place to
house his large crop of tobacco which
While la Owensboro to deliver an King at Barnes'. postoffice in North
is now almost ready to cut.
addreee before the A. 0. U. W. Christian: wes burned last night
Squire King thinks the fire was
lodges. Congtessman Stanley was about 8:80 o'clock.
Besides the work of an incendiary
and he teleinterviewed by the Messenger.
structure itself, which was a very phoned here last night for blood
He think, there has not been a
large one of the kind, about 26,000 hounds. When they arrived they
time in the history of the party when
pounds of toblacco sad a lot of farm- took up a trail and followed it for a
it+reapeots for Democratic success
short distance when it was lost. It
were brighter than now. The one ing implements and machinery were is believed the person making the
fur alarm, he thinks, is a ten- destroyed. The loss will reach ap trail mounted a horse at the point
least $9,000 and it is thought the in- where the track was lost.
to over ionfidence

AVegetable Preparationfor As-

Craddock There.

similating iheFoOdandttegulating theStoinadisoad&wels of

^

ik‘

CASTORIA

•

,

"/ have been in New York," said
"aims the eoavendon, sad I
something of the trend of
glelbille opinion there. And public
Ileilleloo in New York City means
41111n, tenet) more. than what that
/ur that state will do on election
New York is an index,a gauge
.at seeditions in the Eastern and At- Alleges In Petition That Her Hand Was Burned And
.`;:linalle states. It is a center for all
Mashed In Machinery Started by One Of
Alba* bastion and the men one hears
The Patients.
..left there come from communities
separated.
iiitieend there • general disgust
one hand was caught between two
From Tuesdays Daily.
filli`Olt at the erratic and =car- The Western Kentucky Asylum heated and revolving rollers and so
t° nee no harsher term, for tbe Insane was made defendant badly burned and mashed before she
welt. Parker is universally in a snit filed br $10,000 filed this could extricate it that the member
ad se • safe and substantial morning by Downer & Russell and was permanently disabled. It is alJudge James Breathitt as attorneys leged in the petition that the acciDwell, whNo claims
re will our vote come from. for Nellie D.
dent was caused by a patient of the
that, during a former administration,
the regularly Deineeratie she was badly hurt at the institution. Institution. who was regularly emwill carry New The petition states that while the ployed in the laundry notwithstandother eastern &sten. I plaintiff was working in the laundry ing his mental condition, starting
Nallesebusetta will go Demo- at the asylum on Sept. 1, 1908, in the machinery while the plaintiff was
was regaiarly employed, pir flings cloth to the rollers.
fle WM put up a fine fight which she

LAUNDRESS BRINGS SUIT FOR
510,000 AGAINST WESTERN ASYLUM

01
t

The following officers were elected
by the State Sunday school convention, which has just adjourned at
Henderson.
President, H. A. Sommers. Elizabethtown; vice presidents, Dr. J. J.
Rucker, Georgetown,John W.Lockett, Henderson, D. M. Sweets, Shelbyville; field worker, Rev. T. C. Gebauer, Henderson; treasurer, E. N.
Woodruff. Louisville; state primary
superintondent, Mrs. Nannie Lee
Frayser, Louisville; state superintendent, Rev. Geor ge 0. Backman, Pad tics II; vice president
international convention, W. J.
Thomas,Shelbyville; member international executive committee, E. B.
Kuntz, Bowling Green; J. W.
Gaines, Lawrenceburg; J. V. Logan,
Ed F. Wetstein, G. J. Krette, Sidney Jones, Henry H. Sweets, Huston Quinn, M. Thomas, Louisville;
W.Stoddard, Lebanon.

The Henderson Gleaner says:
Col. J. G. Craddock, the oldest
newspaper man in the state, is attending the Sunday school convention. The colonel is from Paris, Ky.,
where he is editor of the Kentuckian-Citizen. He has been in the
newspaper business since 1849
Col. Craddock is an ardent Sunday school worker and has attended
every convention, this being the
sad there ate half a dosthirty-ninth. He also enjoys the
that have not gone otherdistinction of being the oldest Elk in
Republican for many years
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
state. He will celebrate his
the
be in the right column this
Mrs. Walter S. flamed is visiting eighty-first birthday the 28th of this
In Oncinnati.
month.
Mrs. George E. Gary has returned
WORK
e horse picks up a nail in READY TO SUM
from Dawson Springs.
Captured All Prizes.
what does the driver do?
ON SEPT. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Claxton have reDoe'he whip the limping, lagging
turned from Old Point Comfort, Va. Kentucky saddle horses and thorand force him along? Not ante wants to rain the horse. At
Mr. LeRoy Taylor, of Memphis, is oughbreds captured all the prizes ofalga of laesenees be pimps Taxabla Property Will Be visiting the family of Mr. W. S. fered in the classes in which they
examines tits footand earfulListed Fifteen Days Ear- Moore at The Square.
showed at the Werld's Live Stock
the dense of the lameness.
Miss Fannie Rogers nes returned exhibition, and
Usual.
Than
Iler
her standard-bred
*called "weak stomseh" is
from St. Louis, where she went to
and
Morgan
horses
lameneas of the bores, only
also gave a good
select her stook of fall millinery.
-lured by removing to. canoe.
Misses Elizabeth and Laura Little account of themselves.
aelmelete the stomach with
have returned to Owensboro after a
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
mediums." you keep It goArch Dickerson Hurt.
County Assessor R. A. Cook, fresh visit to the family of Judge Joe Mc •
every day the oondition le
Carroll.
were.. A few doses some- from a summer spent in the mounArch Dickerson, of Trenton, was
Mrs. V.B.°Ivey has returned from
he Dr. Pleree's Golden Medi- tains of Kentutiky, will begin the
hurt
at the stook show Friday. He
St.
Joseph,
Ky.,
where
she has been
villY will pat the;Unordered work of taking the list of taxable
spending a few weeks with her sister. was showing one of his fine horses in
and its allied organs of di.
Thursday,September 1. Mrs. Joe Boatright.
the ring when the horse made a sudsad nutrition in perfeet con- property next
days earlier than usu- Mrs. T. J. Baugh and little son, den turn, upsetting the
fifteen
This
is
. Ninety-eight times in a buntwo-wheeled
AGoldat Medical Discovery" si,the work beimr, formerly begun on Thomas, and Miss Allis Davis have cart to which the
horse was being
re the worst ailmeata origin- Sept. 16. The lists will be taken as returned home after a visit to reladriven. Mr. Diokerson was thrown
tives in Greenville.
indieeaeee of the stomach. It
follows: District No. 1, by R. M.
helps. It almost always
Mrs. T. Wallace Green and grand- out, being considerably bruised but
To cure constipation use De. Meacham; district No. 2, by 8. E. daughter, Miss Bessie Tarry, of Keel- not seriously hurt. The horse ran
• Pleasant Pellets. They're Everett: district N. 8, by 0. N. ing,'I enn., are guests of the family into the woods and stopped. The
Boyd; district No. 44 which Is the of Mr. Hunter Wood.
cart was uninjured but the horse was
city of Hopkinsville, by Assessor R. Mrs. Alice Russell left this morn- Slightly eut. The animal
was reA. Cook; district No. 6, by 0. A. ing for St. Louis in company with turned to the ring, hitched to
anothher
son,
Or.
Hugh C. Beasley anJ
Hamby.
er vehicle and won the premium.—
wife, of Bowling Green.
Is Barber Knapp, in Chicago
Assessor Cook will be in his office
Mrs. J. R. Steele, formerly of Hop- Clarksville Star.
Inter Ocean.)
on every Monday during the entire kineville, has
ranted the Frank Wood
World's Fair AccommodaIs glad to go; how her blue eyes day so that persons having business residence on Franklin street and
will
&doe!
tions.
find
to
where
kuow
open
may
a
first-class
him
with
boarding. house.—
,
Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle.
The longed-for day haa comet
him.
Large, clean, elegantly furnished
Dr. J. M. Ferguson arrived in the
The world of school is opening;
rooms, with bath, in private famicity yesterday from Muhlenberg
Me bee no thought of home.
lies. Best residence district, near
county to assume his duties as second
fair, at 50c, 75ii and $1.00 per day;
p her a moment; for, down in
The fames,MN
assistant physician at the Western
rates to parties.
H.L. McPherson.
my heart,
Kentucky Asylum for the Insane.
w2t
see;
clot
she
does
tears
are
There
Victim of Consumption.
Mrs. W.A. Radford, Mrs.Chas.
ela:lever be just the same again,
Jarrett, Misses Elizabeth Garnett
and Katie Manson, and Messrs. M.
er to her or we.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
I
L. Levy and R. .1. Garrott leave
are always glad to go—ah, Miss Morenda Runsell died yesterday Monday night. Aug. 29,for San Franafternoon at her home about seven cisco, Cal. They leave here in a
I
special car and will visit numerous
the stern worla'3 oldest rule; miles from town on the Kirkman.- points of Interest on the way.--Ptm- Warning Issued By Civil
Service Commission.
Bilbliostiething goes that never re- yule road, of consumption. She was broke Journal.
thirty-two years of age and a sister
lazes
In view of the approaching election
Wipes the baby goes to school.
of Mr. J. C. Russell. The remains
the civil service commission has adwere interred this afternoon in the
dressed a letter to the heads of all
burying ground at Ebeneser church.
In Second District.
Crest Fire Destroys City of government departments and bureaus
Ilinang, Laguna Province. and calling their attention to violaEnd of Ritter Fight.
I.Wootton oommissionere of lEte
tions of the civil service law which
(Cablegram.)
Meese the S•oond congressional "Two physisiaas bad• long and
stubborn fight with an oboes'on my MANILA, Aug. 80.—The City o have occurred in the past in connecof
the
names
Dimthe
with
001,
,
Hughes, of Binang, in
Laguna province, Luzon, tion with political campaigns, and
first follow: Chris- right lung" writes J. F.
DuPont, Ga.,"and gave me up. Evbiolosing a circular containing a
Prows.;
C. Cravens, C. 0.
erybody thought my time had come. has been destroyed by fire. One
HagH.
hundred
C.
Head,
persons
perished
J.
in the warning against the demanding the
Ben
As a last resort I tried Dr. King's
-W.W. Taber. Ates New Discovery for Consumption. amass and 5,000 were rendered home- payment of political assessmenta
Th•loss Is estimated at $200,. and partisan activity of offloeholders.
; Henderson—S. A. Young, The benefit I Toothed was striking
days.
on
my
a
few
In
was
feet
I
and
000; Ths,governmeut Is furnishing In its circular the commission ankstt; Hopidaa—B. T. AlNow I've entirely regaluod my
nounces that it will employ every
Mereant—R.
H.
Ws Gardner,
health." It conquers all 0011112111 sheittar and food to ths people made
legitimate
and available means to seIfliion—
bielluen;
but*
by the fire.'
0. B.
Colds and Throat and Lung troubled. d
cure the prosecution and punishment
aa, W.CL Cromwell; Guaranteed by L.L.Elgin and Cook
°cording to the emulous of 18N of whoever may.violate Ws provis.
Higgins Drug Store. Priem 600,
E. Bouriand,, W. H.
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Bi Ong has a population of 7,868.
ions,of ihs,law.
,
x
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Promotes Digestion.Cheerruiness annest.Contains neither
Opium.MorpInne norIfmeraL
OTIIARC OTIC.

The 'Kind You Nave
Always Bought ,
Bears the
Signature
of

Abeivaeff.111-SIMMUffelfiR
AsissCs SiodAer-iisies•
Iffildhao-

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

456/
Apedeci Remedy for COntIipaHon.Sour Stomach,Diantioea
Worms,Convulsions.Feverishnew and Lossor SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature or
taefef
ai&—
NW YORK.
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Notes AboutPeople

Early Risers
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SAME OLD BLUFF

HUNDRED LOST

SOUTH KENTUCKY COLLEGE.
Miss Elizabeth Kilbourne
(New England Conservatory,
Boston)

I

vole

MISS EDNA MARTIN.
New England Conservatory, Boston,
Chickering Hall, Madam Wyman

Hopkinaville pupils who desire only music would do
well to register before September 6, as the classes are expected to be large. Miss Martin is an exceptional voice
teacher and those who wish to perfect themselves in voice
would do well to register for her class.
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CRIMINAL ASSAULT

E SUNDAY SCHOOL,
LESSON X, THIRD QUARTER, INTER..
NATIONAL SERIES, SEPT. 4.
of the Leeson. I Klee. al:,
15 is—Goide.
8-18—HeraarlI V
Test. I... zit, 10--4oname•lary Prepared by Rev. D. M. St

Test

ON A NINE TEAR OLD CIRL
AT ROARINC SPRINCS.

Hyomei's Novel Way of Curing CaIS NOT FEARED BY DR.
tarrh. L. L. Elgin Guarantees
McOORMACK.
a Cure.
This novel treatment for catarrh
consists of a hard rubber inhaler of a
size convenient to be carried in the
Nearly Seven Hundred Soya vest pocket or purse, 0o medicine Compliments the °Moms
On Their Work to Stamp
And Chia In The City
dropper and a bottle of Hyomei. By
to
possible
use
is
while
its
it
breathe
Out Disease.
Schools.
at home or at work, air -which oi almost identical with that of the mountains or health resorts where the air
Dr. J. N. McCormack,secretary of
is laden with healing and health giv(From Monday's Daily.)
ing balsams.
the
state board of health,has returnpublic
The enrolment in the
No other medicine gives such ed from Christian county, where be I
of
Increase
an
show
today
schools
prompt relief &a Hyonnei in the treathas been to consult with the local mimesixteen over last year and is the best ment of catarrh. The first breath
authorities in regard to the smallpox
record ever shown for the first day's soothes and heals the irritated and
which has been raging in several
regular
its
and
paseags,
air
smarting
enrollment in the history of the
use for a few days or weeks will cure portions of that county for sometime.
'today
echools. The total enrolment
the most stubborn cases.
He reports the conditions there as
for both the Clay street and Virginia
L. L. Elgin will sell a Hyomei outimproved and does not anticgreatly
street schools was 692 while that of fit for 81.00 with his personal guaranspread of the disease.1
further
a
ipate
wants to SELL you
not
does
it
if
last year was 676. The increase is tee to refund the money
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Immediately after the shooting Mr. spread of this dreaded malady among
120 143 263 Wilson came to town and surrender- cattle is feared.—Bowling Green
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IS THE ENROLMENT OF
PUPILS.

I
Elijah in now at Horeb. lodging in a
cave. What austentince he found here
g!llooner" Hite,a Negro, In for his body we are not told, but if he
lived on locusts and wild honey, as
Jail at Cadiz Charged
lain the Baptist afterward did (Mutt.
With the Crime.
41, he probably found sufficient.
However that may have been. the God
who cured for him at Cherltb and Sarepta and sent an angel to provide for
(Spociai to New Era.)
him in the wilderness would not full
—"Sooner"
29
Aug
CADIZ, Ky.,
to cure for him anywhere. There 111
Hite, a young negro man, was great comfort in this, that the Lord
brought here Sunday and lodged in loves ills people with an everlasting
Jail, charged with a criminal assault ...7Te, and knowing all about us loves
to the end (Jer. xxxl, 3; John Tail, 1).
on the nine-year-old daughter of us
Here in this cave the word of the Lord
Mark Clark, a prominent farmer came to him as at other times (xvil,
1). In Ezek. I, 3, It is writ2.
amp Roaring Springs.
that the word of the Lord came exRite was employed as a farm hand ten
pressly to Ezekiel the priest, and unby Mr. Clark, and the offense is al- less we receive the messages from the
leged to have been cerninitted early book as coming expressly to us Individually there is no benefit, yet there
Sunday morning.
are many who profess to believe the
the
against
There is much feeling
Bible who look with surprise upon
negro in the Roaring Springs neigh- those who say "God has spoken to me
His word." Colette; the word of God
borhood and there have been some In
speaks directly to our hearts we have
threats of lynching.
not yet learned to know Ilim very well.
As plainly as by a voice from heaven
has lie said to my soul as I have read
His book—John I, 12; Hi, 16; v, 24; 1,
27-21); xiv, 1,27; 1 John 11.12; 111, I, 2.
8; lea. xli, 10, 13; x1111, 25; Gen. xxvill,
15, and many, many more messages
which are engrave') on my heart and
Makes Monroe LookiLike a for which I do heartily praise Him.
"What doe-at thou here, Elijah?" Is
Very Feeble Amateur.
the great question of our lesson (verses
SAN FRANCISCO,Aug.117.—Like 9, 13), and a great question for each of
the veriest amateur in the ring, Jack us. Happy are those who can gay, "1
Munroe, of Butte, Mont., went down am here, Lord, for Thou didst send me,
and I am here at Thy bidding for Thy
and out before Champion James Jefpleasure." Elijah could not reply thus,
fries last night in the second round but be did say something about the sin
The man from the mining district of Israel, his own faithfulness and
zeal, and that he was the only repremade such an extremely sorry show- seotative the Lord had left, and his
ing that the great throng in Me- life was being sought, and therefore
chanic's Pavilion roundly booted him be was hiding in this cave in this out
of the way place. He was not seeking
as he protested to Referee Graney the glory of God, as on Carmel. nor
against the decision that had been was be sent of God, as when he went
166 177 888
to Cherith or Sarepta, but he was seekgiven in favor of Jeffries.
HIGH SCHOOL.
ing only his own personal safety.
The two giants had not been in the
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8
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28
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12
ring two minutes when it was fore- art thou?" was a very and one (Gen. No.7
28
18
6
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Abimeleck
to
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Abraham's
10).
111,
Munroe
of
25
aspirotions
16
the
9
saw that
No.6
he had done as he did was
why
to
as
would be quickly disposed of. The anything but honoring to God (Gen.
96
34 62
miner was soared and awakward, xx, 11), and the reply of Elijah at Ho- Grand Total, Boys
810
882
Girls
and Jeffries, in the first round, had reb was not like the Elijah of Carmel.
It Is a great thing to be able to con692
him twice on the canvas taking the tinue little In our own sight and to
count.
seek aliVtiya and only the glory of God,
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidand to give a testimony like Paul in
Gal. 11, 20; I ('or. xv. 10. The reply of neys and bladder right. Don't delay
Elijah in verses 10. 14, of our lesson taking.
would almon, If not wholly, indicate
that, he IwIng the only true servant
it would be a poor day
The poblic is hereby warned to ex- of Jehovah left,
for the Lord's cause if anything should
ercise precaution in hit log servants happen to him. "And they meek my
Bawler. Farm.
and see that they have been success- life to take it away." Whet then Who B W
fully vaccinated and not exposed to woniet become of the Lord's cause? Poimerly Owned and Known as the
thus
W. W. Ware Pam', Lying Near
smallpox. The number of oases in When we allow ourselves to be
Gracey, Christian Co., Ky.
him who would, if he could.
be country and near town make it deluded by
(114himself, it is a poor day
Executor's sale of land. A rare
important that all ear* be taken to dethrone
for us, for it indicates that the Lord opportunity to purchase productive
prevent a further spread of the disto he sold in
43,111 rier be able io use us much.tong% farming land. Faint
ease.
small tracts and as a whole.as we shall see In this lesson.
J. B. JACKSON,
"Go forth and stand upon the mount
SearetaryCountyHealth Bmird.
Time undersigned executor of B W.
before the Lord" (verse 11) is the
of the authLord's message to Elijah. and he could Bowles will, by virtue
invested in it under the provihardly fall to recall that on this very ority of the will of the late B. W. -be
sions
mount God had wild to Israel and to Bowles, on county court day, Moowhich
God
thy
Lord
the
am
"I
day, Sept. 6, 1904roit.the court Louie
Christian Circuit Court, Ky. Maws,
brought thee out of the land of door in Hopkinsville, Ky., between
W. M. Blakey,
bondage"
of
house
the hours of 11 a m and 2 p M., offer
Ettitity Egypt, out of the
against
(Ex. xx, 2; xxiv. 12). and as he at public auction and sell to the highR Cox & Fannie Lou Cox
sense of his own est and best bidder the B W. Bowles
By virtue of a Judgment and order thought of it a
Gemi's mightiness farm, known ati the W. W. Ware
and
nothingness
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
near Gracey, in Christian
have come over bim. Then came place, Kentucky.
may
The said lands
county,
rendered at the June term thereof
the mighty wind, the earthquake and will be sold in parcels suitable for
1904, in the above cause, I shall pro- the fire, but the Lord did not refarms and also as a whole. The
ceed to offer for sale, at the court veal Himself in either of these; then smallwill
be made for one third cash
sale
to
house door in HopkInsville, Ky.,
the still small voice In which the Lord the balance in one and two years
the highest and best bidder, at Pub- spoke to Ills servant, and one needs to with interest from data of sale. Purlic Auction, on Monday, the 5th day be very still to hear a still small voice. chaser will be required to t xecnte
security from the
of September,1904. between the hours God has many ways of dealing with bord with good
the deferred payments to the underdifferent
at
ways
different
and
people,
of 11 a. m. and 1 p. m. (being county
person. signed.
court day) upon a credit of six and times of dealing with the same
The farm is described by metes and
to Israel from this very bound as follows:
spoken
lie
had
twelve months, the following demount in fire and earthquake; Ile had
'A tract of land lying In the wesscribed property. towit:
just recently spoken to the people tern portion of Christian conoty,Ky.,
A tract or parcel of land in Chris- through Elijah by tire on Carmel, but on the road leading from Hoek his-.
tian county, Kentucky, containing now it is by the still small voice. villa to Cerulean Springs, containing
12o34 acres more or les, and bounded SOiu.! one may be looking for a fire or 628 acres more or less and being the
W. Ware
as follows:
earthquake experience because some same land conveyed by W.
to Jas Rodman and B.W. Bowles on
"Begining at the original corner of one else, has had it or because they the Ninth day of February,1801, and
the survey a stone, corner to Clark thenisell el4 have had it In former times. thereafter conveyed by said James
In a still Rodman and his wife to B W Bowles
and Smoot on the west side of the Mir now Gtx1 Is speaking
voice and they do not hear be- on the first day of August, 1891.
small
Cadiz road; thence with said Cadiz
cause they want the former experiAlso another tract of land beginrood S. 64 W.82X poles to a stone, ence. let us now head and heart and ning at the line on the lane, between
corner to No. 1; thence with line of say, "Speak. Lord. as It pleaseth Thee. the farms of Joseph W. Radford and
No. 1,8 16 E 177 polo, to corner of IA'Thy servant heareth." Not methods Joseph Thomas arid John P and J U
No. 1, in Mrs. MoCarty's line; thence nor experimwes, but Himself alone, can Campbell on the line of said Campbells which is from the post oak
with her line N 68 E 97 poles to her satisfy the heart.
stump S 20W 100 pales to a stone on
reGo,
him.
unto
said
Lord
the
And
stone, corner in he old Wooldridge
the south side of the Springs road;
lino; thence with another of her lite s turn and anoint a king over Syria, a thence S 72% E 1% poles to stake
be
to
Distal
and
thence N 20 E 68 pole to a stake at
S l8Lg E 89 poles to a stake with king over Israel.
smelt post oak pointers, Bostick's prophet In thy room (verses 15, 16i. the turn of She lane; thence with the
E
corner; thence with his line N 66 E This Is what we said a little before. eastwardly side of said lane N
32 poles to a stone in No. 8; thence that when a man thinks that the work 178% poles to a stake, and stake, at
with the line of No. 8 N 11 %V 102 anima get along without him it is the turn of the lane. Said boundary
poles to a %tone,corner to No 8 and time to appoint his successor. No one is intended to include and embrace
or road that leads from the
toe dower; thence with the dower Is essential to God or to His work, but the lane said
tract on the south side,
body of
line and No 2 N 81 W 18623 poles to a He Is graciously pleased to use such as to the Cerulean Springs road, and
stake, corner to No 2; thence with are willing to continue little in their running between the Cox and N ticktne line of No 2 N 24 W 77 poles to qwn sight and let God he glorified in ola tracts, making an outlet for said
diem. We must learn to magnify the land on the south side to the public
t)(:, beginning.
the Fa. road."
For the purchase price, the porch Lord Jeans as He magnified
A lien will be retained upon the
"Vet have I left tile Seven limnaser must execute b,uid with approv- .her.
to secure the deferred payiand ill Israel which have not bowts1 lands sold
ed surety or sureties, bearing legal Onto Bum" (verse 181. How utterly ments.
DEPOSIT BANK,
interest from the day of sale until foolish to think that we are the only
Russellville, Ky
paid and having the fore, and effect :mes who know the Lord or are really
Executor of B. W. Bowles
of a replevin bond. Bidders will be interested In Ills cause, lie alWays (1j21 a4l5s2 wj22 al) 19s2
own. known well to Ilium if
prepared to comply promptly with has His
not to others, mid we must not judge
these terms.
teat we misjudge. Judge nothing beDOUGLAS BELL.
fore the time. The Lord knoweth them
The sameee little NIs
Mailer ComMittlinuer that are His.
[Copyright. 1904, by Amrriern Press At•ocIslion
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Drill and
Foatilizcr Scason
Farmers are by this time well
posted as to the formula of fertilizer best adapted to their respective farms. We handle
four brands that have been
tried here for ten or fifteen
years and found productive of
the best results.

Armour,
Homestead,
Horseshoe,
Ox Brand.
These are the best and we ask that we be
given orders for same in time to include in
our shipment so no one will be left out.

Empire Drills
the best on the market. Hoe or disc,
plain or fertilizer.

!menu mau l HAS HARD LUCK IN HIS EFFORTS TO

SHUFFLE OFF THIS MORTAL COIL.

PARENTS

HOW TO.EAT FRUIT AND

4•The MeV
lieekk"
drat bah* yes
glad tidings.

EDUCATIONAL NI
MUST SEND

TO BEAUTIFY
YOUR COMPLEXION
IN 10 DAYS, USE

..SATINOLA..
The Unequelkd Beautifier

CROFTON, Ky., Aug. 27.—(Special).—Medley Cannier, a well known
CHILDREN TO SCHOOL.
young farmer who lives about five miles west of Crofton, swallowed half
an ounce of laudttnum this morning. Prompt medical attention saved his
life. About a year ago, after a spree, he attempted suicide by banging Following Is Measure PassSome:Facts of Ceneral In- himself with a rope. and Was discovered and cut down just before strangu- ed at the Last Session otil
lation. He is thirty years old and has a family.
terest About Food
the Legislature.
and Diet.

vitarrAnuts.

Get the Habit,
Take Life Plant
And Get Well.
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After remaining continually for
Prof. In R. Hicks' forecast for,
three days and nights at his post as September weather says that the X
Body Brought Here.—Leaves flagman at the
Illinois Centre& bridge month will open cool, with severe
THREE
a Widow and Child
in Dawson John Winston sank ex- perturbations from the 4th to 10th.•
In Nashville.
,hausted to the track over which he From the 7th to 10th equinoctial
was Watching says the Madisonville hurricane, sweeping the south coast
P11 ARnIIACISTS.....
Hustler. While sleeping peacefully. are predicted, with lortat barometer
And guaranteee all Drugs
Are our specialties
to be the purest and Mr. W.F. Underhill, a flagman on he was crushed to death under the and possibly thunder stornitakl torthe Tennessee Central railroad, was wheels of an approaching train.
nadoes in the interior.
Freshest.
and QUALITY is what counts
knocked ofT a train coming to this
The unfortunate flagman had stood
Earthquakes and volcanic ph.tomileie Steak gijuibbs', city late yesterday afternoon and at his post witiont
relief until the mimeos' will be reported from vawith us.
Merck'e, Upjohn', Parke, killed.
overworked nature rebelled. His anx rious parts of the globe on andlabout
•
Davis & Co.'s and Wain- The flagman was riding on the en- lety to be faithful to the charge plac- theFr9orsht.s may
•
pole rk Co.'s Chemicals. gine and was leaning out looking ed in him was the cause of Ms death.
be expected in the•
Northwestern states frm the 12th to
Nothing but the best backward when the train passed over Winston had been employed as 5.
A severe storm period, with gales
a bridge, and he was struck on the flagman at the bridge over Trade.
used and eyery thing bead by a support and knocked off. water river for some
and high seas on South coast, is pretime. During
guaranteed to be as your The body was brought on to this the last week a crew of track re- dicted between th 18th to 26.
•
A regular vulcan storm Period is•
doctor orders.,
city where it was prepared for burial pairers have been engaged on the central on the 29th extending from
by an undertaker and was shipped Dawson side of the nver and it was the 27th, two or three days into Octo Nashville this morning. The ac- necessary to keep constant watch tober. As we enter this period the
cident recurred about seventeen over the bridge in order that ap- barometer will fall, the temperature I 1111111111•••••••••••••••••••
will again rise to quite warm, and I
miles south of this city. near Mc- proaching trains would not rush upscattering storms will be advancing
on
the men at their work. No one eastward over the country about the
Kenzie.
The dead man was twenty-seven could be secured to take the night 29th and 30th.
WE ARE SOLt
years of age and leaves a widow and trick at the flag station and Winston
.1A0ENTS FOR s ' chi!d,
Strong Firm.
tried to do two men's work.
who live in Nashville.
Saturday afternoon he complained
Judge James Breathitt and Judge
of being very tired after his long
oU CAN get a delightful and cool
Douglas Bell have formed a partnersensation
stand at the post but said nothing of
with one of our UP-TO-DATE RIGS and
ship to practice law at the Hopkinsgiving up the task. Late in the
4
1I
k
P
GOOD HORSES. Everything nice and
villa bar. The exceptional qualificaprompt
afternoon be walked across the
service. Call or telephone us. Both telephones—
tions of the members and their exbridge
to wait for a train that was
For Mathley, Who Slew Man
4411
1 110t
4
h
Cumberland,82; Home, 1318.
tensive popu:arity will make the
due and signal it to slow down before
and Woman.
firm, from the start, one of the
crossing. He thought that despite
strongest in Southern Kentucky.
(Special to New Era)
his long vigil he could tempt sleep
Successor to Golay &Brame. Cor. 7th & Vir. Sta.
Judge Bell will continue his services
OWENSBORO. Ky., Aug. 31.—
ar.d gain a momentary relaxation
as city judge and master commisRobert Mathley was sentenced to
from the awful strain.
+++44-44-4-4•9444+4+44+++++++++4+++4
sioner.
death today for the murder of Emma
The overworked man found a cool
Watkins last June.
place in the grove through which the
Gish dc Garner's Wild Goose LiniThe Watkins woman was Mathtrack passed. The solitude of the ment cures rheumatism and neuralHouse Work Is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
lay's sweetheart and he murdered
place was almost overpowering to gia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all
her and James Oregson in a fit of
druggists.
deodwtf
him. The breezes were cool and the
jealousy.
singing bird, made him linger along
The defense tried to prove the
the rails.
prisoner insane.
For just a moment he sat down to
rest. Putting his tired and aching
Bailey-Stephens.
head in his hands be closed his eyes.
But the overwrought nerves were
(From Wedneeday's Daily.)
not reliable. The instant hia eyes
Mr. William Bailey and Miss Eva
closed
he slept. Sitting on the track
toe Stepheus, accompanied by Mr.
he took the first rest that had come
and Mrs. Will Wade went to Clarksto him in three days and nights.
yule this morning and were married
havrr added to their
And it was a sweet rest to the poor
at 9 o'clock in the parlor of the Arnews Staud,s
fellow, but it was the sleep of death.
lirgton Hotel. The bride who Is a
The engineer on the approaching
sister of Mrs. Wade, is a pretty and
train drove, his engine around the
attractive young lady and one or the
curve and into the woodland which
most popular girls in the Sinking
skirted the track. He saw the man
Fork vicinty. The fortunate groom
ori the track. Hurried attempts were
I, an attendant at the Western Kentueky Asylum for the Insane, and a' made to bring the engine to a standworthy and industrious young man. still and shrieking blasts from the
and peri od icals. The
whistle rent the air. But all to no
••
Allowing Septeruber nurnavail and the body of the worn out
No Lynching.
flagman was tossed aside.
• here are thurf ottiArile.
Tern and bleeding the poor fellow
The story sent out from Cadiz that, was picked
up. A
gsosv
.bc Sooner Hite, a negto,made;rin assault made Arr Dawson. hurried run was
Fifteen minutes
nser
IOC oi a Mies Clark, appears to have after the train reached the station
'Leslie's Monthly lOt neer' very inueli exaggerated. The Winston was dead. He was conscious
negro is in jail there charged with an for
only a few moments before the
Ladies Home
attempted assault, but there is no
spark of life went out.
Journal. Ir,r • • • I010 talk of lynching and the case will be Winston was about thirty years old.
rried in court. There is no excitesiiiefttrIUreirrPri
, .t
Ito ment and many believe that the no-, He lived at Wing°, where he had a
wife and family. The body was bur• Woman's Ha** "
goo is innocent.
ied Sunday afternoon.
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Ended His Life.

A despatch from UniOn,South CarA Decatur despatch to the Naisholina, says:
ville American says:
B. C. Farmer, twenty-three years
An aged white woman giving her
age,
of
in the employ of Robert Rusname as Mrs. Ellen Winters, of 88
D01101/1011
street, Nashville, Tenn., sell é Co., in the capacity of civil
was here today and told your corres- engineer on the Union and Glenn
pondent a most pathetic story con- Springs railroad, committed suicide
cerning her wayward eixteen-year this morning in his room in the hotel
old daughter, whom she supposed at Carlisle, S. C., by shooting himwent on a visit to friends in Colum- self through the head with a 44-calibia, Tenn., about July 1. Not hear- ber Colts revolver. No cause is
ing from her daughter she went in known for the act. He was a son of
search of her and yesterday found S. T. Farmer, the railroad agent at
her at a house of ill repute in Hop- Allendale, S. C. The body was sent
kinaville. The young woman had to his home today."

but recently left here, where she had
boarded in a questionable house.
0 11-4494-+++-e+++++++++++4++++. Mother and daughter came here today, where they obtained the trunks
Dri &Wards, specialty eye,
and clothing of the daughter. They
ear, noire and throat. Teatirtnade
for(loses. Phoenix Bldg., Hale
left on the evening train for NashstreeaHopkinsvilfs. • .
ville and the daughtereays she will
retorts);•
44,
-• •
•

•

Found Her Daughter.

At one time, during the construction of the Tennessee Central, young
Farmer acted as assistant for Engineer Taylor on the Hvkineville residency.

E OFFER the ladies the
first cliance at the fall styles
in Skirts. These Walking
Skirts have a charming
newness of style,a goodness
of workmanship and exclusiveness of patterns thatcan
not fail to please.
They come in a wide range
of patterns in the newest
shades, at $5.00, $6.00 and
$7.50.
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